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The research topic interested me as an issue of identity in the middle of Westernisation 
of Eastern culture. As a Korean-Australian, I feel my own self-identity requires on-
going adjustment and constant reflection. The essence of S6seki's 'My Individualism' 
is somewhat similar to the phrase I often repeat to my self. "I am what I am". Hence I 
believe S6seki's experience is partly a mirror of my own situation. 
The love and understanding of kanshi and haiku was felt naturally, whereas how to 
express it in English was challenging. This research has deepened my understanding of 
my own culture and required me to convey my knowledge in a different language. 
However, I realised competency of language is not the only requisite in being able to 
convey aspects of a foreign culture. It involves more complicated issues of humanity 
and cultural aspects. Breaking down this broad term 'cultural' itself seems complex. 
Nevertheless, the belief that communication should be continued in order to understand 
each other in depth is ever strong. I thank my supervisor, Dr. Maria Flutsch for giving 
me the chance to pursue this research with resourceful guidance. 
I dedicate this thesis to my late father Dr. Bong-Hun Yoon and my eldest brother Dr. 
Se-Young Yoon. I would like to send my special thanks to Dr. Maria Flutsch and Prof 
Hidekazu Hirose for giving me the foundation to begin my thesis, and to Dr. Wynne 
Russell and Mrs. Agnes Wilson for helping me to complete it. I appreciate the constant 
support of my husband and my family. 
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Abstract 
This thesis interrogates the friendship between Natsume Soseki and Masaoka Shiki 
through a study of their kanshi and haiku exchanges, examining the concepts of 
"influence" and intertextuality. 
Both SOseki and Shiki were educated in the Chinese classics and practiced writing 
kanshi during their student days. When Soseki and Shiki became good friends, they 
exchanged kanshi and haiku in their correspondence. Shiki was impressed by SOseki's 
creativity of expression, his sensitivity to colours and sounds and his ability to express 
innermost thoughts in his kanshi. Even though Soseki's motivation for writing kanshi 
writing did not arise from his relationship with Shiki, their literary friendship, ie 
Shiki's kanshi writing and his kanshi exchange with Soseki gave Soseki added 
encouragement and opportunities for, and pleasure in, composing kanshi. This thesis 
will concentrate on SOseki's early kanshi, written while Shiki was alive, before SOseki 
departed to England. 
Under the influence of Shiki's new haiku movement and shasei theory, SOseki explored 
haiku writing in his own unique way. Shiki introduced the concept of the sketch in 
western painting to haiku writing and claimed that modern haiku writers should be both 
imaginative and realistic. In general, Shiki emphasized objective depiction. Shiki 
achieved 'created realism' by careful observation and description while Soseki 
achieved this by reflecting the hidden side, the inner life of reflection and emotion. 
6 
S6seki and Shiki use the genres kanshi and haiku as mediums for exchanging their 
thoughts and feelings since they were traditional Japanese form of verse. Their 
treatments of these genres reflect and are symbolic of the developments in Japanese 
literature as a whole towards "modernization". The genderised depiction in their poetry, 
of their relationship, will be explored as an example of the trend of friendships between 
the male elite of the Meiji era. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
This thesis examines the contact point between Masaoka Shiki l and Natsume Soseki, 
specifically their exchange of kanshi and haiku, to identify Shiki's "influence" on 
Soseki. Their friendship is an important factor in the development of Soseki's creative 
talent. Soseki's haiku writing started when Shiki stayed at SOseki's house in 
Matsuyama, and his early kanshi were also stimulated by the exchange of critiques with 
Shiki in their correspondence. 
Shiki's influence on Soseki is explored at two different levels. One level is their actual, 
living friendship and the consequences of this friendship on SOseki's life. The beginning 
of their association was spontaneous, arising from their shared interest in rakugo. This 
relationship then developed into a typical literary friendship. The other level is their 
friendship through the exchange of literary works and the effects of this exchange on the 
texts of their kanshi and haiku. Shiki and Soseki's early kanshi and haiku will be 
analyzed and compared. 
Friendship between writers has been recorded throughout history, particularly the 
history of literature, because of its influence on literary works. This friendship has been 
expressed in poetry exchanges over many years and in many countries. Takahashi 
Hideo elaborates: 
1 Names in this thesis are given in accordance with the conventions of Japanese, Korean, Chinese and 
Western names. 
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It is often the case that friendship floats up vividly and is branded in one's mind 
when there's a taste of separation. ... 'friend', 'separation' and 'literature' have 
nothing much to do each other when trying to explain what happened, why it 
happened in such a way. However, it has somehow the strange implication of the 
eternal triangle.... Especially in T'ang dynasty China, there were many poems 
written about the friendship at and during the time of separation. 2 
Takahashi describes the friendship between two major Chinese poets Li-Bai and Tu-Fu, 
showing how intimacy, closeness and sameness is important to friendship, but how, at 
times, distance and difference contribute to strengthening the friendship. In the same 
way as Shiki and S6seki, Li-Bai and Tu-Fu's friendship was based on an appreciation of 
their difference and their poems written when they were apart exhibited the sincerity of 
friendship. 
1-1 Meiji Period Literary Friendships 
In Meiji Japan, there emerged master teachers of great charisma who had a profound 
influence on their students and their friendship was highly valued. The boundaries of the 
definition of the relationship between students and teachers and of friendship were 
blurred. Sometimes, there was a substantial age difference between friends. This is 
particularly true of the first generation of the Meiji era, who had to go through rapid 
social change as forerunners, relying on friends rather than teachers. 
Takahashi Hideo 3 describes Mori Ogai's friendships as a model case of the literary 
friendships of the first generation of Meiji. Ogai's friend Fukuma Hiroshi, who appears 
2 Takahashi Hideo, Yiijo no Bungakushi, p. 3 
3 Takahashi Hideo, Yty5 no Bungakushi, p. 47 
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in Ogai's Futarino Tomotachi, was thirteen years junior, while Kako Tsurudo, who 
appears in his novel Vita Sexualis, was seven years senior. Fulcuma was not only 
different in age but in personality as well. 
Another feature of Meiji literary friends is that they formed groups and participated in 
literary activities together under the same banner. Ogai, together with Kako Tsurudo, 
established the Tokiwakai, which contributed to maintaining their friendship. Their 
friendship was the driving force behind the activities of the club. Like SOseki and Shiki, 
Kako Tsurudo was in the same grade as Ogai in Tokyo Medical School even though 
they had a seven year age gap. However, unlike Soseki and Shiki, their friendship was 
viewed as formal and at a professional level, partly, Takahashi argues, because they 
used the literary style rather than colloquial style and exchanged waka in their 
correspondence. The closeness of their friendship can be deduced from the fact that 
Ogai had Kako draw up his final will. 
The second generation of Meiji such as Akutakawa Rytmosuke, considered that a good 
teacher was very important, given that teachers with high formal education (at Tokyo 
Imperial University etc) were now emerging, unlike the situation in the previous 
generation Akutakawa, who as one of SOseki's young disciples, attended Ogai's group 
before he began attending SOseki's Mokuyokai (Thursday club)' at Soseki's place. 
Takahashi notes that Akutakawa's attitude is typical of the youth in Meiji. They 
checked out the uniting spirit, the philosophy, the master and the members of the club 
1 0 
before they made the decision to join. "Most of the second generation had a deepest 
respect towards their great masters and friendships grew between disciples in the circle. 4 
1-2 SUseki and Shiki's Friendship 
Soseki and Shiki's friendship also developed, under the general trend of Meiji elite 
friendships, marked by an encouragement of each other's work. The influence of their 
fruiendship continued throughout SOseki's literary career even after Shiki's death, and 
left its mark on the world of literary friendships. 
The conjugal metaphor of 'husband' and 'wife' 5 with which Soseki and Shiki 
characterised their friendship, points to the all-male world of elite modernizers and 
intellectuals, a circle to which women were generally not admitted. Close friendships 
between males of the Meiji elite and intelligentsia were a feature of late Meiji society. 
Women were redefined as belonging strictly to the private, nurturing, "reproductive" 
roles while men functioned in the public arena: separation and genderisation of public 
and private spheres, based upon a complex mix of samurai social practice and 19 th 
century Prussian social norms, created what has been called a homosocial society, 
limited, of course, mostly to the elite level, where men were closer to each other 
emotionally as well as in shared interests, than to their wives. 
4 Takahashi Hideo, Yfijo no Bungakushi, p.110 
5 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p. 29 
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SOseki's knowledge of English, English literature and western ideas stimulated and 
activated Shiki's original curiosity and interest in the west. Masako Hirai argues, 
I cannot help thinking that it was mainly Soseki's influence that provoked 
Shiki's interest in Herbert Spencer's Philosophy of style, which was their 
textbook at school in 1888. It caused him to apply Spencer's evolutionary theory 
to styles of writing in his later analyses of haiku and its critical defence. 6 
Shiki was also influenced by Soseki in many ways, but in this thesis, I will limit myself 
to focusing on Shiki's "influence" on Soseki. 
The concept of "influence" is analysed extensively by Ulla Musarra-Schroeder 7 in 
Influence vs Intertextuality and is categorized into three types. 
First, an artist or writer may be influenced by the literary friend's attitude towards 
literature. Shiki valued literature as a high calling in life and pursued it with his whole 
heart. His attitude influenced Soseki's decision to become a novelist instead of an 
English scholar. As Janine Beichman puts "Shiki used 'my literature' as synonym for 
'my life'."8 Shiki's psychological influence on Soseki was a substantial one. Soseki's 
pessimistic view of the world and insecurity in human relationship needed a positive 
assurance, which Shiki delivered through their friendship. Shiki's admiration of 
Soseki's talent was an encouragement for Soseki's writing. Knowing that he would not 
live long, Shiki was keen to work together in a group and to be a 'builder of a literary 
school' 9 . His influence over Takahama Kyoshi, Kawahigashi Hekigoto and other 
6 Hirai Masako, 'The Letters between Shiki and Sosekr, p.18 
7 Ulla Mussara-Schroeder, Influence vs Intertextuality p.170 
8 Janine Beichman, Masaoka Shiki His Life and Works p.24 
9 Janine Beichman, Masaoka Shiki His Life and Works P.22 
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Nihonha haiku writers, with whom Soseki exchanged literary correspondence even after 
Shiki died, prolonged Shiki's influence on Soseki. 
Seconds according to Musarra-Schroder, influence can consist of formal, stylistic, 
structural or compositional principles. Shiki's new haiku movement's main purpose was 
to instil new life into the conventional form of haiku. According to Janine Beichman, 
If the haiku made no attempt to reflect the world as it was, it was doomed to sterility. ... 
The second reason Shiki gave for the inevitable disappearance of the haiku was its 
intrinsic limitation as a form. i° 
At first, Shiki was attracted to Herbert Spencer's idea of 'the economy of mental 
energy'. Language and writing should concentrate on controlling the reader's attention 
and on economizing the reader's energy spent on reading. Shiki thought Spencer's idea 
that the best is the simplest holds good in rhetoric and justifies the short form of haiku 
as the best of literature. On the other hand, Shiki also struggled with Spencer's idea of 
progress from homogeneous to heterogeneous, towards complexity in image and 
meaning in haiku. 
Shiki tried to bring a vivid, live and realistic expression to haiku, abandoning old 
fashioned, pre-determined flowery seasonal phrase and the like. In the traditional haiku, 
only certain images and phrases are allowed as seasonal words, and the subjects left 
vague in order to draw attention to the nature. 
Beichman argues that 
i° Janine Beichman, Masaolca Shiki, His Life and Works p.34-35 
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One of Shiki's most important accomplishments in the haiku was to make his 
own individual situation and emotions an essential part of the poem. In his 
haiku, he is as important as the season." 
Shiki's emphasis on individual observation of nature also demonstrates the importance 
of the poet's own perception. The issue of conscious experience or the perception of 
nature stems from English Romanticism and Transcendentalism. The Romantic 
definition of poetry as "the spontaneous overflow of powerful emotion" 12 emphasized 
the individual's intuition in their perception of nature. Nature, mythology and emotion 
were of great importance and were used to explore the feelings of the poet himself. For 
Romantic poets, the individual's perception of nature is considered the truth whether it 
matches reality or not. 
Bloom quotes Geoffrey Hartman: 
Wordsworth's thinking starts with objects not as they are but as they appear to a 
mind fruitfully perplexed by their differing modes of appearance, and which 
does not try to reduce these to a single standard. I3 
Owen Barfield valued Romanticism as idol smashing by a will to return to 
"participation" in the original imagistic representation rather than the substituted 
memory-image. I4 The fact that Shiki abandoned the pre-fixed pattern of seasonal phrase 
and expressed what he saw, emphasizing careful observation of reality, can be seen a 
form of Eastern idol-smashing. 
Shiki advocated the sketch method, sketching from a real object, which he borrowed 
from the concept of sketch in western painting thus bringing another sensory dimension, 
II Janine Beichman, Masaolca Shiki, His Life and Works p.69 
12 	•
ll 
 • Wiiam Wordsworth, 'Preface' Lyrical Ballads (1800) 
13 Harold Bloom, Poetics of Influence, p.151 
14 Harold Bloom, Poetics of Influence, p.148 
14 
the visual, into haiku writing in order to enhance the sense of reality. The distinctive 
ways in which different media interpret an idea or a scene have been a matter of debate 
since the beginning of civilization. Gotthold Ephraim Lessing differentiated between the 
poet as an interpreter of time and the artist as an interpreter of space. However, the roles 
of both poet and artist are as interpreters. Bryan Wolf agrees with Tom Mitchell that 
"there is no essential difference between poetry and paintmg. ,,15  Wolf cites Emerson's 
assertion that painting and literature are united in a common rhetorical structure, 
pointing out his concern not to distinguish painting from literature but to reunify them 
under the common banner of representation. 
It was often the case in traditional Eastern nature painting that a poem was used for the 
title of the painting. The boundary between art and literature was blurred and expressed 
as the poet-artist's representation. Therefore, Shiki's application of fine-art techniques 
to literature was adventurous only in the sense that he applied Western rather than 
Eastern notions of art to haiku. 
Shiki's shasei (sketch method) haiku was based on a depiction of reality even though he 
allowed for imagination, which caused some controversy. Towards the end of his life 
Shiki's confinement to his bed made him more dependent on imagination for subjects 
for his haiku. 
15 Bryan Wolf, 'Confessions of a Closet Ekphrastic: Literature, Painting, and Other Unnatural Relations' 
Yale Journal of Criticism 3(1990). P.181 -203 
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Unlike Shiki, Soseki did not set out consciously to change or modernize haiku and 
kanshi. However, Shiki's emphasis on representing reality as it is encouraged Soseki in 
his use of kanshi and haiku to express describe his actual personal emotions. Both Shiki 
and Soseki internalised the same theory of realistic expression. Each then gave their 
own creatively unique expression to this theory. 
The third category of influence listed by Ulla Musarra-Schroeder restricts itself to the 
writing process: the process of creation of a text. 
Soseki wrote to Shiki on December 31, 1889. 
Excellence in writing always lies with the unadorned, simple, plain, direct 
description of one's philosophy... .So in my view, if you wish to fly your 
banner in the literary world for thousands of years, you should do nothing but 
concentrate on nourishing your philosophy....Things such as the beauty of 
writing and the rule of phrasing can come only next, or still next, for they never 
affect the value of the idea itself. 16 
In another letter to Shiki at the beginning of January, 1890, Soseki wrote: 
BunshO (literature or writing) is an idea which is expressed by means of words 
on paper, therefore, in my view, idea is the essence of bunsho, and what 
arranges words is an element of bunshO but not so important as the idea which 
is the essence....Best bunsho is the best idea which is expressed in the best way 
by means of words on paper. The bunsho should express the idea itself and 
make the reader feel the exact (no more or no less) meaning, which alone is 
rhetoric treats.. .Therefore, to cultivate this idea, culture is essential, and next 
required is experience. However, if one stays in the field of one's experience, 
the field for getting Idea remains narrow, and that is why I say culture is 
16 Hirai, Masako, 'The Letters between Shiki and Soseke, p.18 
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essential. Then, what is culture? It is knowing the ideas which have been said 
and known in the world. 17 
According to Masako Hirai, 
The meaning of words like 'idea' and 'rhetoric' was a focus point of contention 
not only between Shiki and Soseki but also between East and West. That is an 
important way in which their friendship and correspondence stimulated change 
and development in their original ideas and writings. 18 
The writing process has been the focus of psychoanalysis from Freud through Lacan, to 
the present day. Freud's psychoanalytic interpretation of the conscious and unconscious 
has been of considerable interest to literary critics, given that most genres of literature 
use symbolism, imagery and metaphor to describe life. Lacan's 'I am where I think not' 
emphasizes the unconscious as the self. Lacan argues that the unconscious is structured 
like a language and that meaning in language is a matter of contrasts between words in a 
network of differences. The word (signifier) and the referent (signified) are not the same 
but rather have a life of their own and constantly override each other and make 
adjustments to clarify reality. Both Soseki and Shiki thought deeply about the 
relationship between the signifier and the signified. The vivid expression in Shiki's 
haiku and the depiction of individually experienced nature in Soseki's kanshi are the 
products of their different searches for a transparency of the relationship between the 
signifier and the signified. 
17 Hirai, Masako, 'The Letters between Shiki and Soseki', p.19 
18 Hirai, Masako, 'The Letters between Shiki and Seseki', p.20 
17 
A further issue about the relationship between the signifier and the signified in poetry is 
the issue of intertextuality. According to Harold Bloom, 
A poetic text is not a gathering of signs on a page, but is a psychic battlefield 
upon which authentic forces struggle for the inspired guess over the completely 
forgotten condition.. .Any poem is an inter-poem, and any reading of a poem is 
an inter-reading. A poem is not writing but re-writing, and though a strong poem 
is a fresh start, such a start is a starting-again. 19 
Bloom defines the struggle for identity of poets under the pressure of great predecessors 
as the Oedipus complex and argues that poetic influence cannot be reduced to source 
study, to the history of ideas, or to the patterning of images. 
1-3 Soseki's quest: "what is literature?" 
Soseki's search for answer to the question, "what is literature", which confronted him 
most dramatically in England as a Japanese with kanbungaku background, was later 
recorded in a series of essays entitled Bungakuron. In the introduction he wrote: 
I shut myself up in my room in my boarding house and packed all the works of 
literature I owned away in my wicker trunk, as I believed that reading literature 
in order to understand the nature of literature was like washing blood with blood. 
I vowed to probe the psychological origins of literature: what led to its 
appearance, development, and decline. And I vowed to explore the social 
factors that brought literature into this world and caused it to flourish or wither. 2° 
19 Bloom, Harold, 'Poetry, Revisionism and Repression', Newton, K.M (ed.), Twentieth-Century Literary 
Theory, P.  149-150 
20 Karatani Kojin, The Origins of Japanese Modern Literature, p.12 
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According to Karatani Kojin, Soseki justified this idiosyncratic way of embarking on 
the study of literature because the general public in Meiji Japan was not ready to 
understand the concept of literature. Karatani continued: 
Of course, as Michel Foucault has observed, the concept of "literature" itself 
was a relative new-corner to European civilization in the nineteenth century. 
SOseki, although his very life was encompassed by "literature", could not escape 
from his doubts about it. They were doubts that seemed all the more iconoclastic 
in Japan of 1908, where "literature" had just firmly established itself. ... The 
first notion that Soseki subjected to doubt was that of the universal character of 
English literature. Of course, by this I do not mean to imply that Soseki's aim 
was simply to relativize English literature by juxtaposing it to kanbungaku, that 
diverse corpus of texts written in Chinese ideographs in which he had immersed 
himself while growing up. His real concern was to point out that that 
universality was not a priori but historical. 21 
Soseki's doubt about the idea that English literature is the universal literature of his time 
is described in Karatani Kojin's 'Discovery of Landscape': 
Soseki took exception to the view that history was continuous and inevitable, as 
well as to the hidden ethnocentrism of the "history" that emerged in nineteenth 
century Europe. Moreover, he rejected the idea that a literary work could be 
reduced to a whole called "the spirit of the age" or "the author", and emphasized 
"only those characteristics manifested in the work itself." SOseki's approach 
here may be seen as a kind of formalist analysis, but of course it preceded the 
appearance of the formalist movement and formalist theory. 22 
However, Soseki's inquiry into the identity of Japanese literature lead him to the 
question of why history "has to be this way not that way and why I am here not there", 
21 Karatani Kojin, The Origins ofJapanese Modern Literature, p.12 
22 Karatani Kojin, The Origins ofJapanese Modern Literature, p.15 
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the fundamental question of Pascal, that is missing from the formalists. Karatani points 
out: 
`Soseki could not accept what Michel Foucault defines as "the principle of 
identity" in European thought. For SOseki, structures were entities which were 
interchangeable and capable of redefinition." 23 
In his essay 'My Individualism' SC:Iseki explained his views further: 
Let alone, the issue of English literature, I could not even understand what is 
literature...I realized that the only way that I could save myself was that I had 
to establish the concept 'literature' by myself... As an example, even though 
Westerners says that it is a wonderful poem or it shows excellent skill in 
handling the vocabulary, it can only be my reference as a point of view from 
Westerners. I cannot accept the view if I do not agree with it. I should have my 
own opinion as a citizen since I am an independent Japanese not a slave of 
English. 24 
As early as 1891 in a letter to Shiki, Soseki explicitly commented about this issue of 
Japanese literature and his struggle to cope with the challenge of an entirely new 
tradition of literature: 
It was a shock to me, to see how our taste differed! Thinking it over, however, 
perhaps our originally shared tastes have changed according to our courses of 
learning, which makes me more determined to get universal learning so that I 
may avoid the trap of prejudice. To think further, if I were unfamiliar with the 
value of the literature of my own country, I should not only be ashamed before 
you who are fond of Japan. ...To command the study of all western literature is 
23 Karatani Kojin, The Origins of Japanese Modern Literature, p.16 
24  Miyoshi Yukio, ed. Soseki Bunmeiron shit, p.113 
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a dream beyond my ability, as I have recently discovered, so I should, from now 
on, follow your advice and study Japanese literature as much as I can. 25 
Haga TOru commented on the development of Soseki's attitudes: 
SOseki marched on as if attacking English literature, with a kind of commando 
spirit. However, in the end, SOseki felt that English literature is somehow 
different from his own spiritual habitude. From that sense of difference, SOseki 
found 'East' is innate in him. 26 
As is well known, Mori Ogai, too, eventually found Western literature too alien and 
turned back to his own traditions. Marvin Marcus noted that 
Ogai introduced German romanticism and idealism, together with aesthetic 
philosophy and modern literary criticism. ...Later, the Ogai's biography takes a 
curiously Japanese turn. A growing aversion toward the headlong course of 
westernization led to a rejection of "imported" modes of expression in favor of 
native sources of inspiration... .He wrote kanshi and kanbun (prose in classical 
Chinese) and dabbled in calligraphy and art, the typical refinements of the Edo 
gentry. He was a devotee of kabuki. 27 
Unlike Ogai, Soseki experienced intensely the conflict between his Chinese literature 
background and English literature from the very beginning of his stay in England. 28 His 
development of a personal, unique stance is identifiable in his concept of Jikohon'i 
(self-centered standard or egoistic canon), For Haga, Sosekes novel Kusamakura is the 
expression of SOseki's 'East', but even the topos in this novel of togenky5, the ancient 
fairyland of the east, is not used in the original sense as used by Tao Yuen Ming but as 
the broken togenkyo of modern times. Faith in an ancient golden age was amost fatally 
25 Hirai, Masako, 'The Letters between Shiki and SOseki', p.20 
26  Karatani Kojin, Koike Seiji, Komori YOichi, Haga TOni, Kamei Shunsuke, SOseki o Yomu, p.153 
27Marcus Marvin, Paragons of the Ordinary: The Biographical Literature of Mori Ogai 
28 Karatani KOjin, Koike Seiji, Komori YOichi, Haga TOru, Kamei Slutinosuke, Soseki o Yomu, p.154 
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challenged by the theory of evolution and the spectacle of the colonial humiliation of 
China, the source and locus of the concept togenkyo. 
1-4 Japanese Identity: kanshi and haiku. 
While Shiki reformed haiku introducing complexity of meaning and vivid, realistic 
imagery in order to revitalize the genre, SOseki used both kanshi and haiku to express 
his innermost personal emotions and to depict his inner life. Together, their 
individualistic expression achieved the modernization of kanshi and haiku. Soseki 
continued the search for his own stance in a variety of genres, but the reason both of 
them continued to write in the traditional genres of kanshi and haiku was deeply bound 
up with the consciousness of their identity as citizens of Japan. 
1-5 Literature Review 
In my analysis of Soseki's kanshi I referred extensively to commentaries by Yoshikawa 
KOjiro, Sako Jun'ichiro, Iida RigyO, Jin Myung-Soon and Son Soon-ok. 
Yoshikawa KOjiro was a scholar of Chinese literature, specializing in Chinese poetry, so 
his view is analytical, based on a broad knowledge of Chinese poetry and culture. He 
points out that Soseki's use of Chinese is accurate though his vocabulary is not as 
abundant as that of professional kanshi writers of the time. For him SOseki's kanshi, 
written as an amateur, have two major significances. One is that they are part of 
Soseki's oevre and the other is that they are well written. The reason for the excellence 
of Soseki's kanshi is that it is poetry written by a philosopher, with a remarkable depth 
of thought. 
22 
Sako Junichiro's SOseki Shishi Zenshaku was published by the publishing arm of 
Nishogalcusha Daigalcu where Soseki practiced kanshi and studied the Chinese Classics 
from 1881 till 1883, before he entered the Tokyo University preparatory school. Sako 
analyzes the literary meaning of the poem and provides relevant background 
information. He indicates that he studied these poems with three specialists in order to 
achieve as objective a viewpoint as possible. 
Iida Rigyo's view is deeply imbued with Buddhism. He claims that SOseki's poetic 
words come from a Zen spirit and Soseki's later poems show how deeply Soseki was 
influenced by Zen. 
Jin Myung-Soon values Soseki's kanshi writing as a record of author SOseki, thoughts 
and emotional states. Jin studied many aspects of links between Soseki's kanshi and his 
novels and also beleived that Soseki's kanshi contains his major literary thoughts. 
Son Soon-ok analysed SOseki's haiku and emphasized satire as one of the most 
important characteristics of his haiku. 
In evaluating the relationship between Soseki, Shiki and the Meiji literary world and in 
analyzing their theoretical stances, I referred to books by Wada Toshio, Eto Jun, 
Karatani Kojin, Nishimura Yoshiko, Watanabe Shoichi and Takahashi Hideo. 
Wada Toshio majored in kanbungaku and researched Soseki's haiku and kanshi in depth. 
He firmly believed that Soseki used kanshi and haiku for expressing his innermost self. 
According to Wada, these genres were the two pillars that supported the novelist Soseki 
from the inside and enabled him to continue with the daily commitment of novel-
writing. 
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Eto Jun was a younger critic who majored English literature. He took a psycho-
analytical approach, focussing on SOseki's childhood experiences and his development 
into the mature adult and writer. EtO Jun's Sseki to Sono Jidai emphasized the 
contextual in Soseki's search for identity. For Eto, Soseki's search was part of the 
national search for identity in Meiji Japan. 
Karatani Kojin takes a theoretical approach to Soseki's works. He notes that Stiseki's 
Bungakuron was a "flower that bloomed out of season and therefore left no seed." 29 
Brett de Bary wrote in her introduction: 
Karatani in Origins of Modern Japanese Literature appears closer to the 
Foucault of The Order of Things in insisting that any conceptual system or 
discursive formation is ultimately determining of what is seen to constitute truth 
within it. Thus, while on the one hand he uses the concept of history and origins 
to defamiliarize the natural and commonsensical in Japanese modernity, 
Karatani on the other must insist on the radical unknowability of the other-than-
modern. For Karatani, SOseki, despite his youthful studies of Chinese classics, 
was already engulfed by modernity in a way that made it impossible for him to 
retrieve any kind of pristine and direct knowledge of the past.3° 
Takahashi Hideo wrote on Meiji literary friendships in detail. He views Soseki and 
Shiki's friendship is unique, calling it a 'hermetic friendship'. He argued that their pure 
and intense friendship sparked the modernization of kanshi and haiku.3I 
29 Karatani Kojin, The Origins of Japanese Modern Literature, p.11 
30 Karatani Kojin, The Origins ofJapanese Modern Literature, p.6 
3 Takahashi Hideo, SOseki KenIcyz7 
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Janine Beichman's accomplished MasaoIca Shiki: His Life and Works was a valuable 
reference. It was informative, providing detailed expositions of works in various genres: 
haiku, tanka, prose and diaries. The translations are superb. Janine Beichman summed 
up Shiki as follows: 
Shiki sought a justification for Japan's traditional poetic forms (the haiku and 
the tanka) in Western ideas (Herbert Spencer's), but did not feel free to pursue 
literature as a vocation until he could make it conform to the rationalism and 
scholarly approach of the Confucian tradition. In other words, he felt a need to 
justify traditional poetry in modern terms, and modern vocation in traditional 
terms. 32 
The link between Soseki's literary activities and the modernization of Japanese 
literature has been the subject of much scholarly attention. My contention is that his 
exchange of kanshi and haiku with Shiki was significant in his efforts to find ways of 
moderating between the east and the west and expressing the modern self. This thesis 
will deal firstly with his kanshi exchange (in chapter 2) and with his haiku exchange (in 
chapter 3). 
1 -6 Methodology 
In this study I focus on the on the kanshi and haiku written by Soseki and Shiki during 
their friendship. I analyse the connections between their poems and the nature of their 
friendship, particularly Shiki's "influence" on Soseki in terms of various types of 
intertextuality: responses to each other's poems, references and allusions to each other's 
poems; allusions they have in common to ancient texts and to contemporary events and 
experiences; common and contrasting themes and styles; and common and contrasting 
32Beichman Janine, Masaoka Shiki His Life and Works 
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views of literature, particularly poetry, and its modernisation, as expressed in their 
poetry. Their poetry exchange evinces a rich and creatively successful friendship. 
NOTE: 
All English renderings of kanshi and haiku in this thesis, unless otherwise 
acknowledged (eg as translations by Burton Watson or Alan Turney), are my own. They 
are not meant to be translations, but are presented as paraphrases or summaries of the 
content of the poems, since, as a non-native speaker of English, I do not feel qualified to 
provide anything that could be termed translations. The beauty of the poems can be 
appreciated in the originals as provided, rather than in my English renditions. 
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Chapter 2 
Natsume SOseki's early kanshi and Masaoka Shild 
Introduction 
This chapter will examine Shiki's contribution to Soseki's creative life through a study 
of their kanshi exchange and their correspondence. The development of their friendship 
and the nature of their relationship will be explored. Although long acquainted, Soseki 
and Shiki first became friends in January 1889, when both were aged twenty-three. In 
a postscript to SOseki's travel journal, Bokusetsuroku, Shiki wrote in Chinese, 
I have known Soseki for a long time. But I have really started to associate with 
him since January of this year. Ever since I first arrived in Tokyo several years 
ago, I had been looking for good friends, but could not find any. Until I met 
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Soseki, I was spending rather quiet and lonely days. Now that we know each 
other, the time before has become the waiting period. Now, I have a beneficial 
friend, which makes me very happy. 60 
Soseki recorded his view of how the relationship began in his essay, `Masaoka Shiki': 
One of the reasons that I started to associate with Shiki was our common interest 
in rakugo. Since both of us knew rakugo well, the conversation flowed easily. 
From then we became quite close friends. 61 
Soseki's motivation for composing kanshi did not entirely stem from his relationship 
with Shiki. SOseki began writing kanshi at the age of seventeen, continuing until his 
death in 1916, a total of two hundred and eight. In his Omoidasu Koto nado (1910-11) 
SOseki described the frame of mind he felt necessary for writing kanshi and haiku: one 
which was detached from the world and able to view the world from a distance. 62 SOseki 
wrote kanshi for short periods, stopping for substantial intervals, then starting to write 
again, so they are usually classified by the period in which they were written. 63 
However, Shiki's kanshi writing and the kanshi exchange with Soseki, occurring so 
early in Soseki's creative life, gave Soseki the encouragement and confidence in the 
genre as a form of expression the modern world, and in his abilities in the genre. 
In order to compare Shiki's kanshi with Soseki's work, this chapter will concentrate on 
Shiki's kanshi from his correspondence with SOseki. Since Shiki wrote over 2000 
60 Quoted in Eto Jun, Saseki to Sono Jidai, Vol.1, p.147 
61 Quoted in Ooka Makoto (ed), Shiki to Saseki, Shiki Senshi Vol.9, p.383 
62 Flutsch, M (trans), Recollections, p.40 
63 Wada Toshio classified Soseki's kanshi into four different periods. First Period: before the departure to 
England (1889-1900); Second period: Soseki's recuperation from the critical illness of stomach ulcer at 
Shuzenji, July -October 1910; Third Period: theme of his Nanga painting period (1912 - 1916); Fourth 
Period: time of writing Meian, August 14-November 20 (1916). 
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kanshi throughout his life. I have sampled some representative kanshi from categories 
laid out by Wada Toshio and Shulcu Shine: practice pieces for his own educational 
purposes; expressions of personal thoughts and portrayals of nature written before he 
seriously became involved in haiku reformation; and descriptions of the feelings and 
pain of the last stage of his life. 64 
Thus, this chapter proceeds in the following order, under the subtitles below: 
2-1 The kanshi exchange between Soselci and Shiki 
2-2 Features of SOseki's kanshi 
2-3 Overview of Shiki's kanshi 
2-4 Comparison of Soseki's and Shiki's kanshi 
2-5 Conclusion 
2-1 The kanshi exchange between SOseki and Shiki 
Soseki and Shiki exchanged kanshi in their correspondence. This practice started when 
Shiki asked SOseki to write a critique of his Nanakusashu which Shiki had written from 
the summer of 1888 until 1889. It contained seven volumes, one on each of the 
traditional genres: the 'Orchid Volume' of Chinese prose, the 'Bush Clover Volume' of 
Chinese poetry, the 'Ominaeshi Volume' of Japanese poetry, the 'Pampas Grass Volume' 
of haiku, the 'Morning Glory Volume' of Noh song, the 'Arrow-root Volume' of prose, 
and the 'Pink Volume' of a novel written in the old style. SOseki wrote a kanbun 
critique and appended nine poems of seven-character zekku. 65 Soseki later wrote to 
64 Shulcu Shine, `Shiki no Kanshi', Kokubungaku Kaishaku to Kansho, Dec. 2001. p,124 
65 ,Nanakusasha Hyo' SOseki Zenshii, vol.18, p.72-73 
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Shiki asking him to cut the poems from the text because they were not good enough66 
displaying, according to Wada Toshio, Soseki's lifelong meticulousness and modesty. ° 
Apart from the comment, 'a few vulgar phrases in the Orchid Volume', SOseki praised 
Nanakushashii highly. Soseki wrote critiques of all sections except those containing 
waka and haiku, because he was not deeply interested in these genres at that time and 
felt that he did not understand them well enough. At the end of the critique, Soseki 
signed himself as "Soseki" for the first time, indicating his intention to continue writing 
kanbun and kanshi. 68 
It is important to realize that Soseki's kanshi exchange with Shiki was motivated not 
only by an interest in kanshi itself but also as an expression of friendly sympathy 
towards Shiki. Later, long after Shiki's death, in a piece for the journal, Hototogisu, 
SOseki wrote that Shiki's Chinese writing was not so good. 69 Wada Toshio argued that 
Soseki's original critique of Shiki's Nanakusashfi was positive because it was the 
beginning of their association, and it may also have been a sign of Soseki's 
consideration for Shiki, who was very ill at the time. 7° 
Soseki's critique was sent to Shiki in May 1889, soon after Soseki had received the 
Nanakusashu. Most of the kanshi included in the critique were about Soseki's regard for 
Shiki, and about his own feelings and state of mind at the time. Some examples follow: 
'Seiho kietsu' was about Soseki's student life in Tokyo. 
66 Quoted in Wada Shingeki (ed.), Soseki Shiki Ofuku Shokansh17, p. 17 
67 Wada Toshio, Shiki to S5seki, p.22 
68 SOseki Zenshii, vol.18, 485-494 
69 `Masaoka Shiki', Hototogisu, September, 1908. 
7° Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.21 
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The smell of drink on the autumn uniform, 
The tears and the regret of nostalgic memories. 
The beautiful spring mist of hometown was just a dream, 
Far away, now I am overwhelmed by random sadness. 
'Random sadness (mit) , expresses the feeling of lonely, melancholic grieving without 
any specific reason or cause. Saito Junji commented "this random involuntarily arising 




My many years of poverty are still elegant to me 
I enjoy staying in the Jorneiji temple pavilion near the river. 
Barley is green, rape blossoms are yellow, celebrating the spring now. 
Soon we will see again the red joint weed and the white duckweed of autumn. 
This poem is about a simple but frnyii style of life. Nakamura Hiroshi pointed out that 
Soseki discussed the effect of colour words in his Bungakuron: words such as 'red lamp 
71 Soseki Zenshzi, vol.18 p. 107 
72 SaitO Junji, Natsume Soseki Kanshi K5 p.31 
73 SOseki Zenshtl, Vol. 18, p.109 
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and green drink (iltinVil)"green barley and yellow rape blossoms ( 
'white duckweed and red jointweed ( AiK15)"blue mountain and white cloud (*OA 
i1"' 74 
Shiki wrote Nanakusashfi from the JEnneiji situated east of Kuroda river. Soseki was 
envious of the fact that Shiki could enjoy firyii, and he wrote about Shiki's former 
aspiration to become a politician in the poem below: 
mvity./6An -ftramm 
MW'iRt4TE AIPAMP$A 75 
You ran away from worldly affairs to the east of the river 
Spending spring as a relaxed person who enjoys detached elegance 
Does anyone know that the one who enjoys the flower blossoms today 
Was the one who dreamed in full vigour of youth to be a powerful politician? 
Soseki knew about Shiki's attraction to the girl at the rice-cake shop at JOineiji temple 
and wanted to let him know that the girl was still missing him. We can tell from this 
poem that Soseki was close enough to Shiki to know his personal feelings towards this 
girl: 
A-014113MM* JTI/A- 04L 
XZ—RIVAM MWERUOMm 
At the rice-cake shop in Jorneiji 
The young girl is beautiful like a flower 
74 Nakamura Hiroshi, SosekiKanshi no Selcai, p.21 
75 Soseki Zenshfc, Vol. 18, p.110 
76 So-seki Zenshii, Vol. 18, p.117 
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A tinge of sadness emanates from her figure, 
She is tearful, missing you after your departure. 
In July, 1889 Shiki went back to Matsuyama and Soseki travelled the Hoso area for a 
month with four school friends. Soseki wrote about his experiences during this period in 
Chinese in Bokusetsuroku. This essay was a masterpiece, displaying Soseki's passion 
for fiiryfi. Poems were scattered throughout the essay, which gave it diversity and 
intensity. When Shiki came back from Matsuyama, he was impressed with this work 
and expressed his respect for SOseki's literary talent. From that time, Shiki and Soseki 
exchanged poetry more frequently. 
The following are examples of kanshi in Bokusetsuroku. The two poems below came 
with the comment: "The scenery in KOtsu excells in elegance and has the flare of a 
virtuous man. The scenery in Kubota is rough and unusual as if a crafty man. A virtuous 
man does not startle people, thus women are comfortable with him. A crafty man is 
difficult to predict, thus eccentric people enjoy the unusual shapes. Here I am trying to 
write two comparative sets of poems."77 
ififti&-EA X 	NYER igcn 
W SR% 	kr±-71KTTIV322. 78 
Sky in July when winds and waves are gentle 
Radiant light in early summer: perfect composure 
77 Soseki Zenshfi, Vol. 18, p.520 
78 Soseki Zenshu, Vol. 18, p.118 
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Hundreds, thousands of white sails cast shadows 
On the roiling clouds 
At the horizon among layers and layers of mist 
'ffis -i5MWrL- 1 	*tffiStOS-L* 
*)13RiNiXitn. 	Kfaiii-Ati*79 
Gazing intensely to the west, the ocean looks vast and distant 
Huge waves keep hitting the shore 
At the edge of the horizon, a lonely sail vanishes from the sky. 
A strong wind is blowing over the Pacific Ocean. 
Soseki's description of the scenery and his selection of Chinese characters in these 
poems were rarely seen before in classical Chinese poetry. Both poems use traditional 
Chinese metaphors, comparing the scenery to human characters, yet it is the actual 
description of the scene — for example, a big wave hitting a cliff and a small boat tossing 
on it --which conveys the real atmosphere of the places. SOseki uses the words 'hit 
(0"blow M)' as if the wave and the wind are living creatures. His technique of 
personification makes his kanshi original and alive and gives a unique and 
individualistic quality to the Chinese poetic form. 
In answer to Soseki's note, Shiki commented that a virtuous man does not necessarily 
win over a crafty man, which shows the kanshi writing was not only a creative literary 
activity but also a part of gentleman's training in the Confucian tradition for a virtuous 
79 So - 	. 	 - sekt Zenshu, Vol. 18, p.119 
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mind. In his Tudemakase' (1884-6) 8° Shiki elaborated on Soseki's use of 
personification, an English technique. He praised Soseki, saying that someone who was 
good at English usually lacked ability in Chinese and someone who was good at 
Japanese was usually poor in mathematics. But Soseki was good at both. Since 
everyone knew that Soseki was good at English, Shiki wanted to point out that Soseki 
was good in Chinese writing and Chinese poetry too. Shiki even mentioned that 
SOseki's talent would be noted long into the future. It was natural that SOseki was 
encouraged by this comment and wrote kanshi even more enthusiastically. 
Bokusetsuroku is an important resource for studying not only the nature and quality of 
SOseki's early kanshi but also how Soseki and Shiki's relationship developed during 
their student days. Soseki signed his pen-name on the title page as" Pig headed man" 
(ganfu) while Shiki signed his 'review of Bokusetsuroku' as "Otter Fisherman" (dassai 
gyofu)81 . At the time, they were addressing each other in their correspondence by many 
different terms: for instance, Soseki call himself 'wildflower on the road in Kikui 
country (Kikui no sato, nobe no hana)' 82 or 'lazy one in Kikui village (Kikui machi no 
namake mono)' while calling Shiki 'genius big brother (Saiki kei)' 83 , or 'deepening 
valley of gods in Meiji (Meiji no shin koku utata)' 84 . 
80 Masaolca Shikishil, Meiji Bungaku Zensha vol. 53, p.15 
81 The otter's den (dassai), another pennames of Shiki's, originated from the fact that otters put everything 
side by side before dedicating them to god. In the case of a poet, he looks up and references many books 
before he writes poems. Soseki Zenshii, Vol.18 p.124 
82 Wada Shigeki (ed.), Saseki. Shiki Ofuku shokanshii, p.427 
83 Wada Shigeki (ed.), Saseki. Shiki Ofuku shokanshii, p.427 
" Wada Shigeki (ed.), Saseki. Shiki Ofulcu shokansht7, p.427 
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Shiki wrote a letter in August 1889, calling Soseki 'my beloved husband' and himself a 
'wife'. This letter is no longer extant; however, Soseki's reply is recorded in 
Bokusetsuroku, with a preface to a poem indicating that it was a reponse to Shiki's 
humour: 
NiM1-41MUKA 	fC5M -k*VVA 
,Ii5M*H it-Ea 	tlfiWf±AIITU Pfc" 
I have become tanned by seawater and sun, 
My face looks so ugly that I become sad when I look in the mirror. 
At the age of twenty-three for the first time, 
I am called 'darling' by a beautiful woman. 
SOseki clearly chose the character ro (P5), which meant a husband. He also addressed 
his letter to Shiki in September 86 'from husband (MR) to wife (A)'. The content of 
this letter was not about a confession of love, or sexual involvement. Rather, SOseki 
jokingly mentioned that Shiki should feel grateful to his husband's (SOseki's) generosity 
since he spent money to post the letter even though his financial situation was poor. 
The Collection of Letters exchanged between Soseki and Shiki 87 is another valuable 
primary resource for an understanding of their relationship. They exchanged letters 
from 1889 till 1901, the year before Shiki died, while Soseki was in England. Their 
letters were about their personal feelings and situations, about theories of syntax in 
85 Soseki Zenshi, Vol. 18, Iwanami shoten, 1995. p.123. 
86 Ooka Makoto (ed.), `Ofuku shokan', Shiki to Saseki, Shiki Senshit vol 9, p.159 
87 Wada Shigeki (ed.), Saseki. Shiki ofuku shokansa, p.428 
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writing, about poetry, and about news of the people around them. Nevertheless, the 
psychological aspect of their relationship was unique. Shiki was an idealist who played 
the role of a leader and big brother, yet who needed a good friend like Soseki who 
understood him. Soseki was keen observer of humanity, yet who needed positive 
reassurance, which Shiki provided. The outgoing dreamer, Shiki called himself a 'wife' 
to the soul-searching, stern and complex character of Soseki. 
Many literary figures in early Meiji era valued their friendships highly and presented 
their works together under the collective name of a society or an association. Shiki had 
many friends and worked with them on various literary activities as a group. The 
exhibition catalogue Shiki to Yfijintachi88 includes exchanges with Shiki of the 
correspondence and creative writings of well-known Meiji literary figures. However, 
the intensity and the characteristics of these relationships were different with each 
person. Shiki called Soseki a "highly respected friend" OA and regarded him highly 
for his talents; meanwhile, Soseki was attracted by Shiki's positive personality. This 
psychological frame of 'respect and attraction' would be seen to be the origin of their 
calling of each other 'husband and wife'. In the Meiji period, women were not usually 
included in these elite groups of creative thinkers and writers whose aim was to 
introduce new ideas to society. Therefore, the term "husband and wife" could be used 
symbolically between male friends. 
Soseki and Shiki's relationship has been discussed by many literary scholars in Japan. 
88 Matsuyama Shiritsu Shiki Museum, Shiki to Wilintachi, 2002. 
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Takahashi Hideo described their relationship as "hermetic", developing slowly over a 
period of time, through observing each other's personalities and through their mutual 
interests. He added in explanation that the word 'hermetic' comes from Greek 
mythology and refers to something hidden, tightly closed or sealed, Hermes being the 
messenger god who acts for and connects many different gods, people and things and 
the guardian deity of travellers, merchants, thieves, musicians. He is considered a 
symbol or an embodiment of the intangible aura of wisdom, and of talent. Greek 
mythology later folded him together with the Egyptian god Toto to create 
Hermestorismekistos, who is three times stronger than Hermes. From this belief arose 
the theory of alchemy in which the sealing of a glass tube brings about a result. This is 
the origin of the meaning of "hermetic" as 'sealed tight' or 'not including others'. A 
pure and intense friendship, with many positive things emanating, is a "hermetic" 
friendship. 9° 
Takahashi Hideo further argued that the nature of friendship between SOseki and Shiki 
was similar to a type of love. The strength of the relationship derived from a purity of 
emotion that would not allow any impure matter or a third person between them. 
Takahashi gave as example the jealousy that Shiki felt when Soseki wrote him a 
farewell letter on his departure for Matsuyama, which included a discussion of some 
works by Mori Ogai. Shiki felt jealous that Soseki was taking up this precious letter 
with extraneous matter about a third person, although SOseki had blieved that Shilci 
9° Takahashi Hideo, `Hermesuteki pljo—SOseki to Shiki no aida' Soseki Kenkyll No.7, p.40 
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would have been interested in Ogai's works. Takahashi concluded that this emotional 
intensity was a sign of their hermetic friendship and contributed to their creativity 9I 
Bokusetsuroku is composed of many practice poems following set rhymes. Soseki and 
Shiki often wrote and exchange kanshi on the same rhyme. For example, 
Shiki wrote the poem below to the same rhyme as Stiseki's previous poem in which he 
talked about his suntanned face and calling himself a husband, (X, fg, is) ; 
'To Natsume Soseki, staying in Boshu sea resort' 
TJ:K IA i#4,M14 ,{± -Mili4*rGiki 
ilta 44IZA 	NAKEOTZ-Mig 
ftititA592 
How cool Sobo is in summer, since it is near the sea. 
The seawater, like medicine, is a good cure. 
Spending time reading books during the long summer day, 
The fisherman accompanies the cool breeze and the moonlight. 
In answer, Soseki wrote the poem below with a preface "I have not read anything for a 
long time, since I am tired mentally and physically" on the rhyme scheme (M, Ill , Ill) 
RP4Mtf ff   $ rm 	fitiEg'* iti a rni 
1[1001 ii t, ,,, --1:- 	TAMAR A [1J 93 
I am in restful mind, escaping from all the worldly dust. 
91 Takahashi Hideo, `Hermesudeki yCijO—Soseki to Shiki no aida' Soseki Kenkyll No.7, p.43-44 
92 Ida Rigyeo, Kaido no Hana—Shiki Kanshi to Soseki, p.62 
93 Saseki Zenshit, Vol 18. p.125 
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Enjoying the beauty of the place of clear water and white clouds, 
This magic land does not have writing, 
I gaze at the mountain instead of reading books. 
In reply, Shiki wrote: "If we live in worldly dust, it is difficult to obtain pure, clear 
sentences. If we live among deep mountains and valleys, our sentences become lofty 
and high. If we live near big rivers and oceans, our sentences become wide and big. 
This is the gift of the god of poetry."94 Soseki may have felt that Shiki had exaggerated 
a bit, and sent him the following poem on the rhyme scheme (a.. A, 41) 
No title, August, 1890 
i1111 *-444/6'irt 	R'IVAPIAA 
MiRrA4P4V-4, 	FA'0440Mtkiii4441" 
I am wondering whether nature will accept the dust of the world. 
You are successful and are used to worldly matters. 
Your energy is impressive, in spite of your illness, 
You are writing energetically about nature and the god of poetry. 
Wada Toshio96 also pointed out that we can see how close Shiki and Soseki were by the 
fact that Soseki could make fun of Shiki openly like this. 
94 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p. 259 
95 Soseki Zensha, Vol 18. p.143 
96 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Saseki, p. 241 
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The following poem by Shiki was written at the Mitsui temple in Otsu near Biwako, 
when he was returning to Tokyo from Matsuyama, in answer to Soseki's poem quoted 
above; Shiki uses the same rhyme scheme a, A, 4*, and the phrase 'worldly dust' 
to start this poem. 
Dedicated to Natsume SOseki from Miidera, August, 1890 
MilAMSAME 	III *IN It34. 	A 
'ff 	iffig-,44411 97 
Escaping from the dusty world and writing poetry near the Biwako. 
Near a purple mountain and clear water, I think about a beautiful woman. 
One night, the wind will blow and will carry me, 
I will meet the god of poetry in white clouds and bright moon light. 
SOseki again wrote the following poem to Shiki and recorded it in Bokusetsuroku, with 
the preface 'Dreamed about a little female cuckoo on a hired boat while going upstream 
Tonegawa; the cuckoo does not necessarily refer to a woman.' 
rOWN7J**-111 0-NPARPI 	ffi4kt, 
Qfii-It. VV* 	ir#-ViU 4A--  01-A 
---- M4f0141T1 14 	444EMOAP.R98 
The small boat passed a bank. 
The bank is full of autumn grass. 
I cannot get rid of the loneliness of separation, 
I dreamed of a little female cuckoo among the floating white flowers. 
97 Lida Rigy6, KaidOno Hana—Shiki Kanshi to SOseki, p.101 
98 SósekiZenshu, Vol 18. p. 133 
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According to Wada Toshio 99 the female cuckoo referred to Shiki since Shiki often 
referred to himself as a wife, and cuckoo was one of his nicknames. Whether Soseki 
really dreamed of Shiki or not, with this image SOseki wanted to express his affection 
for Shiki. 
While SOseki was writing Bokusetsuroku, he composed many other poems as well, 
describing the scenery surrounded him. The following poem was not included in 
Bokusetsuroku but was sent to Shiki in a letter. It is a good illustration of the 
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Looking at a Maple Tree on the Mountain Road 
The moss on the rocks looked velvety and shiny, like freshly washed hair. 
The stream is flowing round through the forest and back again. 
I do not know where this sound of deer comes from, 
White clouds and red maple leaves fill the whole mountain 
This poem appeared with three waka below. 
tIllA t t: U . 6 6 l.-- A0ffitLUVO)'0,0-AliV1/4=d4-1, do 
This morning, even woodcutters seem to be wearing brocade, 
The rain tints the sleeves with the color of the autumn leaves 
99 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki. p. 239 100 - Soseki Zenshii, p.142 
42 
Au 661af)cofiftkl biLirz:.S<JtH%L.-560 
While looking at the unseen brocade of autumn, 
White clouds got thicker and hearing the callings of the deer. 
< ga))* 	fc -fta --C-D-04-LAVLNO3 7)< 1011 
Looking for the place where the cry of deer comes from, 
Silk brocade covering the ragged clothes. 
Sako Junichiro quotes SOseki's postscript that using words that do not contain colors 
and fragrance was like saying hello to a wintry blast. 102 Sako JunichirO notes that 
Soseki particularly enjoyed the use of color in Chinese poetry. Yoshikawa Kojirti 
quotes Soseki's assertion in Bungakuron that "If we take away the concept of colour 
from the poetry, more than half of the poetry would be destroyed and be empty and 
tasteless.. .According to Wundt's theory, white reminds people of splendour, green 
calms people, and red expresses power and influence." I03 The use of 'white cloud and 
red leaves' in this poem, is only the starting point of Soseki's exploration of color in his 
poetry. 
The following poem not only shows how pessimistic Soseki was and how he felt that 
life was futile, but also how he made a conscientious effort to live truthfully. The fact 
that this poem was sent to Shiki shows the closeness between them. 
101 Quoted in Sako Junichiro, Soseki Shishri Zenshaku, p.5 
102 Sako JunichirO, SOseki Shishii Zenshaku, p.51 
1°3 Yoshikawa KOjirO, Yoshikawa KojirO Zensin7 Vol.18, p.132 
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No title, end of August, 1890 
You, even as a hermit, have descended to the mundane world, 
And in the end are unable to escape from joy and sadness. 
Trying to the point of bleeding. 
Feeling sorry for your worn-out body. 
Whether 'Soseki' was a stone for cleaning the teeth or a pillow stone, 
104 _ Soseki Zenshfi, Vol 18. P. 145 
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Accept my own stubborn stupid desire to avoid the world. 
Your illness can be cured, 
But my stubbornness cannot be helped. 
I always feel gloomy, 
All kinds of worries come to me at once like a bundle of untidy threads. 
At times I sing a song loudly. 
At the first tune, I hit a container rhythmically, 
At the second tune, tears fall. 
When the music stops, 
I cannot find someone to talk to. 
White clouds swelling up in the sky, 
Make the shape of an ascending dragon. 
It would be a good idea to live on top of Kansan 
And spend a relaxed life near the lake. 
Time passes slowly and the world is vast. 
The heron would laugh at the fly that flies just above the pool, 
But the heron also perishes. 
After all, gain and loss are momentary events. 
People strive to be successful. 
I would like to ask them, 
What is the use of all this effort? 
45 
Komiya Toyotaka l°6 attributed the main source of Soseki's pain to his stubbornness and 
his illness. Because of these weaknesses, Soseki could not cope in his daily life. 
Wada Toshio believes that Soseki's suffering came also from his distaste for unkind and 
selfish human behavior. He adds that in this poem, SOseki used quite a lot of 
contrasting phrases, which became a distinctive feature of his later poems. 108 
After finishing Bokusetsuroku, Soseki travelled around the Hakone area from the end of 
August until September 1890 and wrote thirteen poems, which he sent to Shiki for 
correction. The poems are mostly depictions of scenes around the Hakone mountains: 
eight of them are entitled `Kanzan Zatsuei'. Kanza is the Chinese style name of Hakone 
mountains and zatsuei refers to poems on miscellaneous themes or subjects; three of the 
poems are about sending off friends from Hakone. Soseki faithfully obeyed the rules of 





Kanzan Zatsuei I, September 1890 
Last night, getting ready for travel 
This morning I enter into a green mountain 
106 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to SOseki, p.245 
Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.245 
109 Soseki Zensha vol. 18 p.149 
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The mountain disappears among thick clouds 
Birds are flying up to the vast, open sky 
Remote is the sound of a bell from the horse at the station 
Scarce is the chatting and laughing of the travellers. 
Lonely, a long thirty /i away, 
A lone traveller thinking of returning home. 
Shiki commented that the first half of the poem is elegant and solid, and the latter half is 
calm and peaceful." ° 
The following poem describes actual mountain climbing, but this becomes a metaphor 
for a state of mind that is withdrawn high above mundane life. Shiki commented that the 
metaphors of 'cloud gushing out from footsteps and roads are hanging down from 
headstone' were fairly common, but were still good. Yoshikawa points out that some of 
the phrases, such as kuhen (side of the sky) or boto (from the stone above the head) are 
not in the Chinese dictionary. These expressions had been originally created by 
Japanese poets and had become common in Japanese kanshi in the Meiji era. 
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Kanzan Zatsuei II 
The force of the Hakone mountain-peaks is high and sharp. 
110 Quoted by Yoshikawa KOjiro in Yoshikawa KOjir5 Zensha, vol. 18, p.133 
111 So-seki Zensha vol. 18 p.150 
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Climbing up about twenty ii. 
Clouds are gushing out from underfoot 
The road flows down from the mountain's stony topknot. 
The lonely station left behind in rhyme looks, 
like an old building which is deserted in the sky. 
As I stop for a while, to look back 
The blue mist separates the mountain from the town below. 
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Kanzan Zatsuei III 
Arriving in SO country, the force of the mountain-peaks is great 
As if they are reaching to the sky. 
The sun sets over thousands of mountains. 
The wind blows into ten thousand valleys. 
The road traveled by horses is blocked by water 
The passage of the birds is through to heaven. 
Looking intensly towards the west, 
Crimson is the sparkling sunset on the snow-covered mountain Fuji. 
I 12 Saseki Zenshu vol.18 p.152 
48 
The expression "mountains are so high as if reaching to the sky" is a line from Li Bai. 
Soseki enjoys this place in nature where his links to daily life are cut off and where his 
soul can freely meditate on universal truths. Shiki described first part as magnificent 
and masculine. 113 
According to Iida RigyO, Soseki was so impressed by the view of the Hakone mountains 
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Kanzan Zatsuei IV 
Leaving hometown of Tokyo rather suddenly without any particular plan, 
I arrive at Ashi Lake and stay on the shore. 
The way to console my agony is not by drinking 
But spending time writing poetry 
Autumn starts early among the old ruins 
A horse moves slowly on an old road. 
A traveller somehow saw in a dream 
A branch of a willow tree. 
113 Quoted by Yoshikawa KOjiro, Yoshikawa KOjir5 Zenshii, vol. 18,p. 135 
114 lida Rigy6, Shinyaku SOseki Shishii, p. 62 
115 Soseki Zensht7 vol.18 p. 153 
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Shiki commented that this poem belongs to the style of the T'ang period. Yoshikawa 
Kojiro believed that Soseki might actually have had a lover at the time and have 
actually dreamt about her. He identified Soseki's allusion to Tu Fu in the expression 
haimon (get rid of the sadness) and ikan (spending the time). 116 
Sako Junichiro noted that the branch of willow comes from a Han dynasty story, in 
which city people parting at a bridge give each other a willow branch. He added that the 
willow branch was sometimes addressed as a beautiful woman in the works of Bai 
Zhuyi and other Chinese poets. 117 
Iida Rigyo interprets the last line as meaning that SOseki had seen an unforgettable 
woman in his dream, just for a short time. 118 
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Kanzan Zatsuei V 
Various thoughts cool down like ashes. 
Miraculous spring water cleans away the worldly dust 
Day breaks with the song of birds 
Clothes are made cold by morning dew likely to bring rain. 
Thick forest is fading into a blue mist 
116 Yoshikawa KOjiro, Yoshikawa Kojird ZensIni, vol. 18, p.136 
117 Sako Junichir6, SOseki Shishi Zenshaku, p.59 
118 Lida Rigyo, Shinyaku Saseki Shishii, p. 63 
119 Sayeki Zensho vol. 18 p.155 
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Flower petals quietly fall down over the mossy ground. 
Leisurely at ease, without thinking of going back 
I lie down and gaze up at the movement of white cloud. 
The things that happen every day and the thoughts following the events are perceived by 
Soseki as a burning sensation which has to be cooled down. He wishes to find some 
spring water that can take away all the pollution and uncleanness. His fundamental 
belief that nature can purify humanity and that in essence humanity is clean leads him 
to travel remote areas and to write poems. This attentiveness to nature gave Soseki 
peace and rest. 
Shiki commented that the last part of this poem was a reminder of Tao Yuan-ming's 
poem 'Relaxing and watching Nanshan.' 12° 
During the Hakone tour, Soseki's chronic eye disease, trachoma, deteriorated and he 
expressed his discomfort and an annoyance in Kanzan Zatsuei VI and WI, making his 
illness a metaphor for the annoying situations of daily life. 
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Kanzan Zatsuei VI. 
120 Quoted by Yoshikawa K6jir6, Yoshikawa KojirO Zensha, vol. 18, p.137 
121 Soseki Zenshii, vol. 18 p.156 
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What can I do with my chronic illness? 
My failing vision is blurred as if looking through beads. 
My grand ideas are failing, 
And my courage is stumbling. 
Even clouds have to be in a hurry, as the mountain is old. 
The sound of the stream after the rain is fiercely noisy. 
I cannot sleep until midnight, 
Silently, watching the moss near the lamp. 
S6seki starts the poem with a lamentation, bewailing the fact that he can do nothing 






Kanzan Zatsuei VII. 
For three years, I have had an eye illness 
Not knowing where I can find a good doctor. 
Soaring cliffs stand on the beach, 
A lake opens wide joining to the pasture. 
Clouds are dispersed at the tops of high mountains 
122 S5seki Zensht7 vol. 18 p.158 
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Wind is crying at the tops of trees. 
The only joy I have is immersing myself in nature, 
Into the bright scene before my eyes. 
Three years is not necessarily the actual time span that Soseki had this eye disease: the 
phrase originated from a poem titled 'Eye Illness' by the T'ang poet Zhang Ji. 123 
Contrasting parallelism is evident in lines 3 and 4: the verticality of the soaring cliff and 
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Kanzan Zatsuei VIII 
Like a seagull floatin g on wavy waters' 
I will enjoy leisurely wherever I stay. 
The sound of valley waters is clear after a night rainfall, 
The autumn colour of mountains sets in the evening sky. 
Mold grow on humid walls inside the house, 
A boat is filled with moonlight on bright lake 
I do not care when I should return 
White clouds will take me back home restfully. 
123 Sako Junichiro, Soseki Shishii Zenshaku, p. 63 
124 Soseki Zenshn vol.] 8 p.160 
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Soseki compares himself to a sea gull floating on wavy waters, a line taken from Tu Fu. 
In line 3 keisei (AP) and line 4 sanshoku (111'L) originate from a line of the Song poet, 
Su Shi entitled 'To the Eastern Mountain Hermit' 125 
Soseki uses the imagery of going to fairyland by riding a white cloud to describe his 
return to Tokyo after resting in the mountains. Watanabe Shoichi noted 126 that 'white 
cloud' appears in Chuang-tzu's 'Heaven and Earth': 'to go to heaven by riding a white 
cloud'. Thus 'white cloud' refers to the place where the heavenly king lives. Again, the 
phrase appeared in Kansan's poem many times. Tendaiyama, where Kansan lived, was 
called the hometown of the white cloud by the Zen priest Zentsuki. Here, "white cloud" 
carries the image of a place outside the human world, the place where enlightened 
people live, or a fairyland in beautiful nature where Taoist hermits with supernatural 
power live. 
During the Hakone tour, Soseki also wrote three poems about sending off a friend and 
returning to Hakone, using the rhyme scheme *, A, R. 
[A --] 
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Sending off friend and returning to Hakone 1 
125 Yoshikawa Kojiro, Yoshikawa KojirO Zensha, vol. 18, p.139 
126 Watanabe Sh6ichi, Soseki to Kanshi, p.28 
127 Soseki Zensha vol 18. p. 161 
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The wind filling the sails of a boat takes away the remaining heat of an autumn. 
The light on the water, the haze of the mountains are reflecting travelling clothes. 
I left Tokyo and stayed in the mountain house for ten days. 
Now I choose one fine day, and send home a guest. 
[ A -1-] 
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Sending off friend and returning to Hakone 2 
I feel a faint sign of autumn, as the mist thins and the sky gets high. 
The old travelling clothes did not have a trace of worldly dust. 
I would like friends in Tokyo to know, if they ask how I am-- 
I am fascinated by beautiful nature and am not ready to return to Tokyo. 
Yoshikawa KOjira identified the allusion in line three of this poem to the T'ang poet 
Wang Changling's poem titled ' At the Hibiscus Inn Parting with Xin Jian'. 128 
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Sending off friend and returning to Hakone 3 
I feel a little melancholy after sending off a guest while I am travelling. 
Autumn has come into Kansan and dew has collected on my clothes. 
What I would like to say, to let my acquaintances know-- 
The crazy person has left his hometown and does not think of returning home. 
128 Yoshikawa KOjirO, Yoshikawa Kojiro Zenshi, vol. 18, p.140 
129 Soseki Zenshii vol. 18, p.163 
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Saito Junji'S 131 detailed examination of Soseki's use of the words ans hit (fftit) and the 
more frequent kansha (Mt) shows that kanshrt refers to a sadness that arises 
involuntarily. It is the state of mind of a person leisurely and quietly resting in nature. 
Sako Junichiro emphasized the sadness which is part of that frame of mind of people 
withdrawing from involvement in human affairs and immersing themselves in the 
essential "emptiness" of nature. 132 The Chinese character kan (leisure) appeared more 
frequently in SOseki's poetry later when he wrote on the themes or titles of the nanga 
paintings. However in this poem, Soseki expresses his sadness as anshu, which does not 
necessarily include the concept of 'leisurely' or 'involuntarily'. Here the focus is on the 
'shadow' of an evening after a bright day. 
As a general review of what Soseki had written during the Hakone tour, Shiki 
commented: "Each and every phrase is skilfully composed. These poems are deeply 
considered and careful in detail compared to the innocent poems in the Bokusetsuroku. 
Why not leave it to SOseki himself to make a critique, instead of me." 133 




'For Oen's photo hanging on the wall of SOseki's Study', 1892. 
Who painted this charming lady's portrait, like a flower? 
131 Saito Junji, Natsume Soseki Kanshiko, p.26-39 
132 Sako JunichirO, SOseki Shishzi Zenshaku, p.67 
133 SOseki Zenshu vol 18 p.167 
134 Iida Rigyo, Kaido no Hana : Shiki kanshi to Soseki, p. I 15 
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The touch is divine: the picture is so alive. 
The image on the mirror is young and beautiful like the spring. 
It is a shame that the lady, blown down like a wild rose 
by the spring wind last night, is to marry to a poet. 
Morita &Mei commented in his essay `Women's Faces that My Teacher Liked' that 
Oen, a famous geisha whose portrait Soseki bought, had an oval face with a bright, 
intelligent air. I was not surprised at all to hear that Soseki liked that type of girl's 
face." I35 
As a response to Soseki's Kanzan Zatsuei, completed in 1890, Shiki composed 
Kisozasshi Sanjiisha during 1892. It contained thirty seven-character risshi, written over 
more than a year, about his journey to Kiso, starting from Ueno station in Tokyo and 
going all the way to Matsuyama. Kokubun Seian, the Meiji kanshi poet and editor of the 
' Kanshi Critical Column' in the Nihon Shimbun, believed that these poems showed 
Shiki's competency in free-style kanshi, selecting fifteen of them for publication in the 
Nihon Shimbun. I36 Wada Toshio considered the Kisozasshi Sanjiisha the peak of 
Shiki's poems of this period 137, while Iida Rigyo commented that these poems had a 
strong impact on general poetry readers at the time. 138 
The first poem, 'Sono Ichi', was included in the list for publication by Kolcubun Seian: 
135 Iida Rigy6, Kaido no Hana : Shiki kanshi to Saseki, p.116 
136 Iida Rigyo, Kaido no liana : Shiki kanshi to S5seki, p. I 17 
137 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Saseki, p. 201 
138 Iida Rigyo, Kaid5 no liana: Shiki kanshi to Soseki,. p.125 
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Sono Ichi 
The pointed mountains tops pierced the high sky like daggers, 
The road turned into a male shape entering Kisotani. 
The bell of an old temple echoed from the other side of the forest, 
The road over the cliff disappeared into the clouds. 
The tomb of the brave hero mossy, 
The mountains and rivers far away reddening by the sunset. 
Visiting the ruins of past wars, 
A lonely horse neighed in the evening wind. 
Shiki portrayed the scenery in an unusual way, as if Kiso Yoshinaka (1153-1184) one 
of the famous Minamoto clan , was still alive, even though it was a depiction of the 
actual scene of his grave. The description was even stranger than sketching an old 
painting: it was more like shooting a scene in an historical film around Kisotani using 
the camera of the heart. 
139 lit& Rigy'd, Kaido no Hana : Shiki kanshi to Soseki, p.116 
139 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Saseki, p. 201 
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Iida Rigyii pointed out the highly professional effect of Shiki's use of parallelism in all 
of the eight lines of this poem, against the general trend of placing only lines five and 
six in parallel. 140  
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Between the cliffs enveloped in green, bridges high and low. 
Passing over the bridges, the water-drops dampen the clothes, cold to the skin. 
The contrast of light and dark on the mountain scene 
Make it unique, different from the usual mountain and water scene. 
Unusual plants on the strangely shaped peak of the rocky mountain, 
And birds on the top of the pine trees crying as if asking for rain. 
The traveller, unable to express in words this mystical atmosphere, 
Walks on in silence. 
Shiki sketched the mountain scenes as he saw them in this poem. 
In 1893, SOseki graduated from Tokyo University and started to work as an English 
teacher at Tokyo Higher Normal School. He was diagnosed with the early stages of 
140 Lida RigyO, KaidO no Hana: Shiki kanshi to Soseki, p.126 
141 Wada Toshio, Shiki to SOseki, p. 202 
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consumption and suffered a nervous breakdown. In April 1895, he resigned and moved 
to Matsuyama High School; one year later he moved to Kumamoto High School. The 
psychological changes in S6seki at the time are described by Yu Beongcheon : 
Soseki soon fell victim to a vague, though real, anxiety when he discovered an 
insuperable gap between his life and his profession. Now aware that teaching 
was not meant to be his vocation, he could not yet be certain what should be. 
Perhaps it was frustration which drove him to a Zen master for a time, and then 
to Matsuyama as a high school teacher, a decision shocking to everyone except 
SOseki himself. 142 
Meanwhile, Shiki went to China in March 1895 during the Sino-Japanese war and 
stayed around one month as a military reporter. However, a peace treaty was signed in 
May and Shiki had to return to Japan. He had a haemorrhage on shipboard and was 
hospitalised in Kobe. 
Soseki wrote five poems in Matsuyama and sent them to Shiki at the hospital in Kobe in 
May 1895. The following are some examples: 
....Pg [A —] 
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142 Yu, Beongcheon, Natsume Soseki, p.24 
143 Saseki Zenshit, vol.18 p. 177 
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Untitled 
With the spring wind behind my back, I left my hometown. 
Birds were crying over the falling petals, yet not knowing when to return. 
Departing sadness on the way became faint: dream-like, 
Intense thoughts dispersed like clouds: serenity 
I want to be just a clod amongst the clever, 
And a mule amongst the cunning. 
As futile as entrusting the heart to a glass of sake, 
Is the cold gleam of youthful ambitions of youth shining in the drunken face. 
This poem expresses Soseki wish to retain his unskilful (cloddish), stubborn (as a mule) 
attitude, in the face of his own youthful ambition. The term shusetsu (----1i) "unskilful" 
first appeared in Tao Yuan-ming's line return to nature in order to keep an unskillful 
life style (f2r-tim,afg FE) , 144 
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Untitled 
Having smashed the tall castle in the air 
A great wave has changed direction towards the moon palace. 
i " Sako Junichiro, Soseki Shishi Zenshaku, p. 74 
145 Soseki Zenshfi, vol 18 p.182 
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A big fish silently disappears down to the bottom of the waves, 
A strong falcon sits on top of a cliff, ready to fly towards its prey. 
The sound of wind blowing over the sword is ferociously bloodthirsty, 
The sound of raindrops by the pillows washes away random sadness. 
Leaving behind all the troubles of the literary world, 
I smile and enter into Yoshu pointing at the blue mountain. 
This poem expresses Soseki's feelings when he moved to Matsuyama. He withdrew 
from the world like a big fish disappearing after his moment of enlightenment or, on the 
other hand, like a falcon waiting for the chance to grab his prey, exhibiting the 
contradiction in his emotions: he is looking forffiryzi, but at the same time retaining his 
ambition, waiting for the right moment. Events in the real world are fierce and blood-
thirsty, yet the sound of raindrops washes away his melancholy, random sadness. 
Komiya Toyotaka analysed Soseki's psychological condition at that time: 
It was obvious to everyone that Soseki made up his mind to give up illusions 
about himself, and while persuading himself that he was good for nothing, 
wanted to live as himself. However, it is clear that his anger about the 
everyday world, which he is supposed to have overcome, is still there. 
Obviously Soseki went to Matsuyama with the intention of giving up 
everything; nevertheless this did not happen. 146 
While Shiki was in the KObe hospital, S6seki was also suffering from a mild case of 
tuberculosis. As well, Soseki suffered from trachoma and depression. The following 
poem is an expression of Soseki's attitude towards his illness: 
146 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p. 209 
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Untitled 
A foolish person like me is better off living in the mountains. 
The desire for fame has already burnt to ash, 
I am no longer distracted by small affairs. 
Still my heart is gloomy like the rainy season. 
Only the blue sky will understand the poet's anger. 
The world is laughing at me. 
Here, away from the world, there will be many mosquitoes at sunset. 
I will wave them away with a fan. 
SOseki uses the symptom of his illness as a metaphor for his mental state. Waving his 
fan to deal with mosquitos is a metaphor for his dealing with the aggravations caused by 
the literary world. 
It is difficult to find this kind of emotional complexity in Shiki's poetry. Shiki wrote 
about the meaninglessness of worldly fame, and about quiet living in solitude and 
loneliness. However, Shiki's loneliness came from the reality that he could not achieve 
fame because of his illness, and he accepted his illness as fate. 
147 - 	. Soseki Zenshii, vol. 18 p. 180 
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Shiki wrote:   j Pft 	It At a 148 (proceed to the place where heaven 
wants you to go, and every being in the world will become relaxed.) Shiki's 
renunciation calmed him and so his poetry did not contain the inner, existential anguish 
of Soseki's. Even his nationalistic poems were more about hostility and resentment 
against foreign oppression rather than about identity crises and inner spiritual struggles. 






For nearly one month I stayed at home. 
I could not even read books but lamented alone. 
Listening to the sound of rain at night wrapped in a night gown 
Gazing at plum blossom, leaning on a walking stick. 
Even with the help of a good doctor, 
The pain in the back and legs is worsening. 
I leave everything to heaven's will 
And enjoy the spring moonlight faintly coming through the window. 
148 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to Saseki, p,210 
149 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p. 205 
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In this poem Shiki's illness does not act as a metaphor for social or philosophical issues. 
He perceives illness as a part of nature. 
In August, Shiki recovered and returned to his home town, Matsuyama, to live in the 
house Soseki was renting while a teacher at Matsuyama School. Although composing 
haiku with the other members of his haiku group, Soffikai, was his main focus, Shiki 
also wrote the following kanshi: 









'Staying in home town Matsuyama, sharing a place with Natsume Soseki.,' 
With books and swords, I travelled to a dusty world. 
I missed home and came back to Matsuyama. 
The town prospered around the castle, 
The autumn wind came from the seaside. 
The moon rose from the top of the mountain, 
The autumn winds shook the bamboo forest. 
I liked to share a house with SOseki, always, 
enjoying the quiet night as dew collected. 
1 " Iida RigyO, Kaido no Jana—Shiki Kanshi to Soseki, p.182 
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Finally, Shiki returned to Tokyo, where he wrote the following poem on a visit by 
Soseki: 
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'December Thirty-first, Natsume Soseki Visited' 
Time passes quickly with a busy lifestyle. 
My illness has been getting worse since winter. 
The sky is cloudy as if it will snow soon, 
The road is frozen. 
My house is just near the mountains. 
I and the world do not like each other. 
Then, one day, I hear the sound of tapping at the door. 
I rushed to the door with my wooden clogs half off, 
Welcoming my good friend who has come to visit. 
Shiki expressed the joy he felt when SOseki came to visit him. Shiki was suffering from 
back pain, made worse by the cold wind, that he developed on the way to Tokyo. In this 
151 Lida RigyO, KaidO no Hana—Shiki Kanshi to Soseki, p.191 
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poem Shiki depicted the feelings of a patient who was sensitive and hostile towards 
world symbolised by the gloomy and cruel winter scene. 
According to Nakamura Hiroshi, Soseki's kanshi written in Matsuyama and Kumamoto 
are valued as some of his best, and recognized as mature records of a deep agony about 
life: "we can say that from 1895 in Matsuyama SOseki's poems started expressing the 
worries and values in life in depth and with vivid colours." 152 Soseki's kanshi at this 
time were highly praised by other kanshi specialists and some of them appear in the 
Meiji Kanshibunsha, a collection by Kanda Kiichiro of the most highly regarded poems 
of the Meiji period. 153 
The following poems appear in the Meiji Kanshibunshu. Soseki later used two of these 
poems `Shunkyo' and `Shunjitsu Seiza' written in 1898 in his novel Kusamakura. 
`Shunkyo' appears with an introductory paragraph: 
Once again I felt the inspiration to write, and lying on the grass, I began to 
arrange my ideas. I wrote down every line in my sketchbook as it come to me, 
and eventually when I felt I had done all I could, I read them through from the 
beginning. I54 
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152 Nakamura Hiroshi, SOsekiKanshi no Sekai, p.83 
153 Kanda Kiichiro (ed.), Meiji Kanshibunshii, 1983 
154 A.Turney, (trans) The Three-cornered World, p.167 
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My head was crammed with thoughts when I left home, 
With spring's sweet breath playing around my skirts. 
The rutted path is overgrown with fragrance, 
And passes neglected into hazed obscurity. 
Leaning upon my staff, I view each detail 
Of bright Nature in her shining mantle. 
A crystal cascade of nightingale's notes falls on the ear, 
While air is filled with sweetest floral rain. 
Beyond a wide and desolate plain I reach 
An ancient temple, on whose door a poem I inscribe. 
In uncompanioned loneliness I look towads the clouds 
Where one wild goose, unskeined, wings homeward 'cross the sky. 
How deep, how recondite this seeming petty heart, 
In whose recesses right and wrong lie dimmed by distance. 
Although yet thirty, my thoughts are those of age, 
But spring retains her former glory. 
155 Soseki Zenshii, Vol.18, p.194 
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Wandering here and there I am as one with everything in turn, 
And 'midst the perfumed blossoms, peace is mine. 156 
'Done it! I've done it!' The words escaped from me with contented sigh. This is 
what I had been waiting to write. These lines exactly expressed my oblivion to the 
world while I had been lying gazing at the quince blossoms. It did not matter that 
there was no mention of the blossoms themselves, or of the sea: it was enough that 
the poem expressed what I felt." 157 
This segment illustrates Soseki's views about how poetry should be written: like a 
sketch, yet not of the real objects but of the objects in poet's mind and inner vision. 
Another poem `Shunjitsuseiza' (I sit down quietly one spring day) I58 appears in 
Kusamakura under the introductory passage: 
"My pencil moved fitfully on the page, but by persevering I succeeded in producing the 
following lines in about thirty minutes." I59 
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The months of spring are short as fleeting youth 
Yet sadness like the stems of fragrant plants is long. 
156 A.Turney (trans.), Three-cornered World, p.167 
157 Natsume Soseki, trans. A.Turney, The Three-cornered World, p.167 
158 A.Tumey (trans.), The Three-cornered World, p.94 
158 A.Tumey (trans), The Three-cornered World, p.94 
160 Soseki Zenshfi, vol. 18 p.201 
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Petals fall silently to earth in an empty garden, 
And in the deserted hall a simple harp lies silent. 
Immobile in his web the spider hangs 
As fingers of smoke trace round the bamboo beams. 
On reading them through I had the impression that any one of these lines could 
have been turned into a picture. Why, I wondered, was it easier to write poetry 
than to paint. I thought that perhaps I should not have abandoned my attempt at 
painting, when with a little more effort, I might have been successful. However, 
I had a desire to put into words a sentiment that could not be expressed on 
canvas. Once again I racked my brains, and eventually wrote: 161 
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Seated alone in silence undisturbed, 
Within my heart a shaded light I see. 
How futile the activity of man. 
Oh, can I e'er forget this state 
Where for one day tranquillity I find 
And see how busy were the ages past for me? 
Where can I lay this yearning soul to rest? 
161 A.Turney (trans.), The Three-cornered World, p. 94 
162 	- 	. Soseb Zenshu, vol. 18 p.201 
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Far, far away among the milk-white clouds." 163 
[ 
This poem contains the Taoist view that meditation in remote nature, which is expressed 
here as 'white cloud country', brings inner peace and the Buddhist view that 
enlightenment makes one understand the futility of the bustle of human life. The poem 
is not about Soseki's personal problems, but about enlightenment and wisdom as a 
human being. Nagao Ameyama, a kanshi poet and friend of Soselci's, who corrected 
some of SOseki's poems on Soseki's request, comments: "The poem exhibits a calm and 
deep intelligence, an abundant flavour, a pleasure of selecting words, which shows the 
poet's true achievement. Especially the phrase, 'Where for one day tranquillity.., see 
how busy were the ages past for me?' is commendable as most refined and well 
written." 164 
SOseki quotes Wang Wei's poem in Kusamakura: 
M 44 A T 0 
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Seated alone, cloistered amidst bamboo 
I pluck the strings; 
And from my harp 
The lingering notes follow leisurely away. 
Into the dim and unfrequented depths 
163 A.Tumey (trans.), The Three-cornered World, p. 94 
164 Quoted by Ikkai Tomoyoshi in his commentary in Saseki Zenshii, Vol. 18, p.204 
165 Natsume Sosekisa, Nihon Bungaku Zenshfi, vol.13, p.35I 
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Comes bright moonlight filtering through the leaves. I66 
The T'ang poet, Wang Wei, was also famous as an artist. In Kusamakura, the artist 
protagonist claims that the world of Wang Wei and Tao Yuan-ming's can inspire an 
artist: 
I am not really a poet by profession, so it is not my intention to preach to 
modern society, in the hope of obtaining converts to the kind of life led by Wang 
Wei and Tao Yuan-ming. Suffice it to say that, in my opinion, the inspiration to 
be gained from their works is a far more effective antidote to the hustle and 
bustle of modern living than theatricals and dance-parties. Moreover, this type 
of poetry appears to me to be more palatable than Faust or Hamlet. This is the 
sole reason why in spring I trudge all alone along mountain tracks with my 
colour-box and tripod slung from my shoulder. I long to absorb straight from 
Nature some of the atmosphere of Yuan-ming's and Wang Wei's world; and, if 
only a brief period, wander at will through a land which is completely detached 
from feelings and emotions. This is a peculiarity of mine. 167 
In Kusamakura, Soseki discusses the differences between poetry and painting. He 
thinks that an emotion can be expressed in a poem but not in a painting, giving 
`Shunjitsuseiza' as an example. At the same time, Soseki emphasizes the importance for 
both artists and poets of being in nature, of quietly meditating and absorbing the 
atmoshere of nature He recommends Wang Wei and Tao Yuan-ming's world of poetry 
as an antidote for the busy modern world. 




166 A.Turney (trans.), The Three-cornered World, p .20 
167 A.Turney (trans.), The Three-cornered World, p .21 
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Yellow Rape-blossoms 
Rape-blossoms yellow at sunrise, 
Rape-blossoms yellow at sunset. 
Rape-blossoms among people, everything is yellow. 
Ecstasy of joy all day long. 
A skylark moves freely and easily, 
Into the sky filled with calm tranquillity. 
Buoyantly floats almost up to heaven, 
Rising high to keep off the dust from mundane world. 
How can I express this feeling? 
The pleasure is endless 
Regrets and grudges now become a bird 
That sings high above the yellow blossoms. 
Matsuoka Yuzuru noted this poem'sunusually bold and daring in expression for a 
kanshi. It is influenced by English poetry, particularly Wordsworth's Daffodils, and is 
168 Soseki Zenshn vol. 18, p. 205 
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original and highly creative. 169 Soseki used the atmosphere of this poem in 
Kusamakura as the locus of the poet's creativity. As a poet gazes on the rape-blossoms 
and hears the lark, leaving behind the business of mundane world, he understands the 
meaning of the world and himself. 
Another example of Soseki's poem in Meiji Kanshibunshii is: 
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'Sent to Shiki in Spring while Visiting Far Away' (1899 Kumamoto). 
As the spring wind blows from eastern hill, 
The grass in front of the door is greening again. 
169 quoted by Ildcai Tomoyoshi in his commentary, Saseki Zensha, vol.18, p.207 
170 Soseki Zenshn, vol. 18, p.207 
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I miss the fine gentleman, 
The gentleman who lives many high mountains away, 
In a place I cannot reach. 
The gentleman must be devoting himself to literature with a pure spirit. 
I cannot share, but just watch him. 
The new green grass of the spring steeps me in futile sadness. 
Remembering the olden days when we were friends, 
We were close, merrily sharing our lack. 
We drank plentifully as if possessed by heaven and earth 
Our vigorous spirits drew near to the starry sky. 
Now, I am alone in the world 
Living without friends away from home. 
I am writing to you from a foreign land. 
While you are writing about spring from the old home, 
Two hundred ri apart., 
With thirty-one years of dust of the mundane world, 
There is no chance of cleansing of such long-standing grime. 
I am only strolling around the bay of clear blue waters. 
Shiki, I urge you 
Never to raise yourself in the world. 
Soseki sent this poem from Kumamoto to Shiki, who was living in Tokyo, to tell him 
that he should not seek a life in government or fame in the world. The poem reveals 
the closeness of their friendship. 
75 
Four of Shiki's kanshi appeared in the Meiji Kanshibunshii, with Kanda Kiichiro's 
introduction: 
Shiki was fortunate to have Kolcubun Seigai and Honda Shuchiku, well 
established Meiji kanshi poets, as colleagues at the Nippon Shimbun. From 
August to end of the year in 1896, Shiki wrote critiques of kanshi in the 
magazine Bungaku. He also engaged in a debate with Mori Kainan over the 
important disputes about kanshi and kanshi criticism that occurred from time to 




A poem on a nature painting 
Nature is boundless, water flowing eternally 
At the shoreline appears a drinking pavilion dim like smoke. 
Unable to find where the fisherman went 
An empty boat is fastened to the shadow of a willow branch 
Shiki portrayed the image that he can see in the painting realistically, without the 
subjective expression of emotion, yet the poem leaves a lingering atmosphere, which 
traditionally, is the most important feature in judgingf the quality of a kanshi. 
The following poem was written in 1890 when Shiki stayed in Mii temple for one week. 
Usually this style of seven character rissi is written with an antithesis in lines five and 
171 Kanda Kiichin5 (ed.), Meiji Kanshibunshfi, p.432 
In Kanda Kiichini (ed.), Meiji Kanshibunshfi, p.199 
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six, but Shiki creates contrasts in lines three and four as well, which earned the poem 
praise for its skilful selection of Chinese characters: 
441,ME- 
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Sojourn at Mii Temple (1890) 
How many times have dreams brought me winging to this site? 
Ten days' borrowed lodging, brushwood gate closed. 
Green peaks, tier on tier, come down from north and east, 
Endless expanse of white cloud bordering the capital region. 
Sudden shower beyond the riling, a pair of swallows dart by; 
In corner of the lake broken rainbows, a solitary sail returning. 
The mountain monk at twilight has tolled the bell and gone off-- 
Echoes linger over the water, fainter and fainter to the ear. 174 
Iida commented that the following poem was Shiki's emotional parting speech as if 
sending soldier to war: 175 
173 Kanda Kiichiro (ed.), Meiji Kanshibunshu, p.199 
174 Burton Watson (trans.), Masaoka Shiki, Selected Poems, p.113 







Sent off Natsume Soseki going to Iyo 
Well, go! three thousands /i, far away. 
When I sent you off, the evening chill cut the skin 
You can see the top of Mt Fuji, high in the sky, 
You can see the big waves rising from the sea. 
Few friends can be found at your new place of appointment. 
Crafty children are difficult to educate. 
Let's meet again in April, 
While late cherry blossoms are still blooming. 
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Morning in Spring) 
Morning in spring is clear as if just washed 
The day brightening in the east. 
Mountain mists are thinning 
And a gentle breeze comes through the window. 
Yellow birds singing on ancient trees 
Fly into the thorny grass. 
Thin clouds cover a fading moon, 
Its shadow falling on an empty garden. 
Everything comes from nature. 
We are born to die tomorrow 
At least we do not struggle for personal advantage, 
But try to communicate with the will of heaven. 
Not working for the present world, in contrast 
The pleasure of reading is endless. 
Shiki's positive character shines through this poem as he celebrates human efforts to 
follow the will of heaven, even though we are doomed to die. 
177 Kanda Kiichin5 (ed.), Meiji Kanshibunshfi, p. 200 
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The poem below is the last poem that Soseki wrote in his early period just before 
leaving for England. 





'No title, 1900' 
Shiki, you withdrew from worldly matters because you were ill. 
I am about to leave my friends to go overseas alone. 
I still cannot understand the old saying 'polishing a tile to be a mirror.' 
You are spitting blood but producing wonderful literary works. 
The reflection of willow trees on the street moved my heart to travel, 
Lamplight from a lodge made travellers melancholy. 
Since my poem is ready, I will get up and prepare 
To go to the west with full of white clouds of hope, 
leaving everything behind. 
Wada Toshio notes that SOseki thought that Shilci might not survive until SOseki came 
back to Japan. This poem was written to comfort Shiki, and ended up being the last 
poem that Soseki sent to his beloved friend. 179 
"8 SOseki Zensha, vol.18, p.231 
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2-2. Features of Soseki's early kanshi 
Themes: Questions of Existence and Insecurity 
Soseki wrote kanshi in order to find some inner peace through the meditative act that 
writing poetry of this type involves, particularly if going out into the mountains and 
immersing oneself in nature is part of the process. As is well known, Soseki found the 
everyday world of working as a teacher very stressful for a wide range of reasons. 
However, he was able to express very effectively his insecurity and anxiety in his 
kanshi. 
The first kanshi Soseki ever wrote, at sixteen years of age, was a seven character 
quatrain under the title 'Kodai', in 1883, about his visit to a temple in KOnodai (Ichi 
kawa city in Chiba prefecture). It was later published in the magazine Jiun in 1906. 
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Taking the risk of getting caught by the dark, I visited a Zen temple. 
Only the sound of the bell struck by a monk echoed faintly 
in the deeply quiet place. 
I knocked once and called for someone again and again, 
but could not get an answer. 
Only a startled crow flew out from behind the door 
The poem has the atmosphere of a set from a modern drama. A lonely man is knocking 
at the door in front of a Buddhist temple. The day is getting dark and there is no answer. 
179 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p. 256 
180 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to Sseki, p.192 
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As time goes by, the man becomes anxious and uncertain. The sound of a startled crow 
flying out from behind the door breaks the silence and even drowns out the only other 
faint sound, the echo of a monk's bell. It drives the reader into an even deeper feeling of 
loneliness and desertion. 
Inoue Hisashi said of this poem, "I would like to point out the atmosphere of this poem. 
Someone visited a certain place, and a certain person. However, the person was not 
there. The visitor remained outside filled with uncertainty and anxiety. This scene, this 
tone of insecurity often appears in SOseki's kanshi." 181 
Many scholars who have studied Soseki argue that his insecurity originated from his 
childhood experiences. Soseki was adopted and raised by foster parents until the age of 
ten, only coming back to his original Natsume family because of the foster parents' 
divorce. Watanabe Shoichi discusses the existential questions that Soseki's foster 
parents often asked Soseki: 'Who is your father?"Then, who is your mother?' Then 
who is your real parents?' Where were you born?' Watanabe points out: 
For an ordinary child, those kinds of questions would have been at most not 
answered or distorted. However, this child was one of the most intelligent in 
modern Japan, and the questions were taken as more fundamental questions of 
human existence. I82 
According to Jin Myung-Soon 183 this scene represents Soseki knocking at the door of 
his life. Even at this early age, his interest in Zen was evident, and this kanshi was later 
181 Quoted in Sako Junichiro, Soseki Shislu7 Zenshaku, p. 20 
182 Watanabe Shoichi, `Saseki to Kanshi', p.4 
183 Jin Myung-Soon, Natsume Saseki Moon Hack Yeon Koo', 2001. 
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developed as the motif of his novel Mon, in which the protagonist Sosuke visits a Zen 
temple, but finds he cannot achieve the peace of mind he seeks: 
He had come here to have the gate opened to him, but its warden had remained 
obstinately within, and had not so much as shown his face, however long he 
knocked. The only greeting he had received was, "It's no use knocking. Open 
the gate yourself and enter." 84 
This early poem seems to augur Soseki's life-long failure at freeing himself from 
anxiety and depression, expressed so vividly in Mon: 
It seemed to him that he had been fated from birth to stand forever outside the 
gate, unable to pass through. There was nothing he could do about it. But if the 
gate were really impassable, then it had been a contradiction to come here in the 
first place. He looked behind him and he lacked the courage to retrace his steps 
along the road he had come. He looked ahead at the firmly-bolted door that 
would never open to reveal the view beyond. He was not a man, then, to pass 
through, nor was he yet one who could be content to remain on the outside. 185 
Motivations: kansha (random sadness) and farya 
Soseki wrote kanshi in order to try to free himself kansha (Mt) random sadness. When 
SOseki felt this anxiety without any specific reason or when he was in a lonely, 
melancholic mood, he longed forftryfi, the quiet, relaxing yet contemplative life style. 
Kansha appears in poems not only about his melancholy in the stressful urban life of 
Tokyo, but also about his lonely disappointment of life in Matsuyama. Kansha therefore 
refers to SOseki's underlying emotional and mental make-up, rather than to any 
184 Francis Mathy (trans.), Mon, p.204 
185 Francis Mathy (trans.), Mon, p.204-205 
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particular circumstance. Saito Junji notes that Soseki often uses kanshu in his poems 
attached to his nanga paintings: the use of this word indicates his longing for ffiryfi. 186 
Soseki expresses also his feeling of sadness using the word anshil (PO) a shadow 
of sadness, several times in his kanshi. In his kanshi 'Sending Off a Friend and 
Returning to Hakone', the melancholy does not arise from the parting. Rather, Soseki 
felt that his melancholy lifted after the farewell, the lingering sadness sadness referring 
to the time he had spent with his friend in Tokyo. Anshn also appears in one of 
SOseki's three poems without titles that were written upon receiving the scholarship to 
England. He wrote that he would like to get rid of ansa by crossing the ocean 
between Japan and far-away England. SaitO Junji identified the sadness of ans1n7 in 
these poems as reflecting the uncertainty and anticipation of the overseas study ahead of 
him, not referring to the chronic anxiety stemming from his problematic childhood. 187 
His wife's attempted suicide and his suffering as an English teacher can also be seen as 
the causes of anshri. 
Kansa thus refers to Soseki's chronic psychological condition of deep anxiety and 
depression, stemming from his childhood experiences, and driving him in search of 
firyii, while anshi can be seen as the pain or sorrow he experiences at specific events of 
his life, which, at this time, made him feel that the trip to England would heal. 
SOseki's Ideal Place: white cloud country as Utopia or Togenkyo 
186 Saito Junji, Natsume Soseki Kanshiko, p.31 
187 Saito Junji, Natsume Saseki Kanshiko, p.34 
84 
Soseki used 'white cloud' (1E1 za) or 'white cloud country' (1E1 an) many times in his 
kanshi. Watanabe Shoichi pointed out that Soseki's early use of 'white cloud' never 
referred to the weather, but was always a symbol of an imaginary land both in a Zen 
Buddhist and a Taoist sense. The 'white cloud country' is the world of nanga, Nirvana, 
a world lying at the other side of Spencer's theory of evolution. It is a world which 
allows people to be foolish, unskilful, non-competitive.as  opposed to the fiercely 
competitive world of winners and losers of modern civilization. 1 88 
Shulcu Shine 189 noted that according to Watanabe ShOichi's statistics, Soseki used the 
phrase 'white cloud' eighteen times in his kanshi, commenting that Soseki used this 
expression generally as a metaphor for "a happy place in nature" but with subtle 
variations of connotation. 
In her discussion of the issue as to whether 'white cloud country' is closer to the 
concept of togenkyo, an ideal place in Eastern thought, or 'utopia' in Western thought 
she pointed out that while togenkyo and 'utopia' both refer to ideal places or situation, 
far from real world, there are important differences in these concepts. "Utopia" refers 
to a world that does not exist in this present world but may come into being in the future, 
somewhere, whereas tagenkyo comes from the Chinese notion of the distant past as a 
place where people lived together happily in beautiful nature among peach blossoms, 
writing poetry, painting pictures, having given up warfare. Therefore, utopia is built on 
aspirations for the future while togenkyo is based on nostalgia for the past. 
188 Watanabe Shoichi, Soseki to Kanshi, p.29 
189 Shuku Shine, Natsume Soseki no kanshi' Kokubungaku Kaishalcu to Kansho, p.31 
191 Shuku Shine, Natsume S6sekino Icanshe p.32-33 
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So, 'white cloud' in `Kansanzatsuei V' refers to tagenkyo, the Eastern concept of 
paradise 191 , and in the poem `Shunjitsuseiza', the place where the soul can rest after 
enlightenment. Meanwhile, 'white cloud' in the poem written at the time of departure 
for England is used as a metaphor for a place full of hope, an optimistic place, a 
`utopia'. 192 
"Unskillful Stubbornness" 
'Maintaining unskilfulness (q.e)' is a phrase used by Soseki to refer to his wish to 
keep to his own ways, without following the trends of society. He put his uneasiness 
about accepting the fast-changing civilization into one word, 'unskilfulness (d)'. Sako 
Junichiro quoted SOseki's letter to Shiki, in which he asserted that whenever he was 
accused of bad behaviour because of maintaining unskilfulness or keeping stubbornness, 
on the contrary, he felt good. 195 
Wada Toshio pointed out that "unskilfulness (d) was one of Soseki's important values 
in life and standards in measuring artistic quality. " 196 In his essay 'Amateurs and 
Professionals' SOseki states: 
Ryokan describes 'a poem written by a poet and a painting drawn by a 
professional artist' as things that he does not like. As a matter of fact, the work 
of professionals displays a good standard. The reason Ryokan disparages 
192 Watanabe Shoichi, Soseki to Kanshi, p. 34 
195 Sako Junichin3, Saseki Shish:7 Zenshaku, p.75 
196 Wada Toshio, Sasekino Shi to Haiku p.214 
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'professionals' work' is that he values more the genuine, pure and naive attitude 
of an amateur.' 97 
As early as 1890, at the age of twenty three, Soseki's poetry prophesises that his 
"stubborn unskilfulness" ie his unwillingness and incapacity to conform to the world, 
was a kind of illness, which, unlike Shiki's tuberculosis, was incurable. On the other 
hand, many of his poems indirectly justify this mental state by referring to the futility 
and uncleanness of worldy success. 
Writing Styles: Colour Words and Personification 
The most striking characteristics of Soseki's kanshi writing style were his use of 
personification and colour words, seen as the result of his English literature training. 
Wada Toshio lists the eighteen colours that appeared two hundred and fourteen times in 
Soseki's kanshi as: white( ILI), off-white( „), blue ( *),jade green (V), light blue- 
green(), deep blue-green (s), leaf-green (a), purple(), light red (U), orange 
(*), red (fi), deep red (C), yellow(X), black (s), "dark" black(), gold(), 
11. and silver () 200 SOseki used colour words at an even higher rate than Wang Wei, the 
artist-poet. Wada further calculates that white appears forty-five times, blue thirty-two 
times, yellow twenty-seven times, blue green twenty-five times, light red twenty-two 
times and leaf green fifteen times. Chinese poets such as Wang Wei, Li Po and Tu Fu 
kanshi used white and blue most frequently. However, SOseki's third most common 
197 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Saseki no Shi to Haiku, p.215 
200 Wada Toshio, S5seki no Shi to Haiku, p.I66 
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colour, yellow, is unique • 201 The most famous example being X/M. Wada further e 
noted that SOseki's risshi often made use of colour words in parallel—for example, 
white and blue( 0-*); red and blue-green( U-0), white and red (I -g), yellow and 
white(A- n), and yellow and blue-green  .--)• 
As we have seen earlier, Soseki personifies nature frequently with the words 'hit' 
`blow"angry', 'scratch', or 'jump up' in his kanshi. These types of terms were not 
usually used in Chinese literary expression. 
2-3 Overview of Shiki's kanshi 
Shiki started his literary activities by writing kanshi, well before he started to write 
haiku. Shiki commented in `Dassai Shoolcu HailcuchO Sho', 
Writing five- and seven- word quatrains by arranging the Chinese rhyme 
hyosoku was taught to me when I was reading Japanese History. I later wrote 
Japanese poems (tanka) even though they were not perfect in grammar and had 
to be corrected by a teacher, but I had never read or written haiku at that time. 203 
Composing kanshi was an element of a Confucian education, designed to cultivate a 
virtue in a Confucian gentleman's mind. Shiki continued to write kanshi until he was 
too ill and weak to write in such a complicated genre. 
Wada Toshio divided Shiki's kanshi into three chronological categories, 204 a 
classification which Shulcu Shine followed. 205 The first period was from 1878 to 1883 in 
Matsuyama, when Shiki was practicing kanshi on the titles in a kanshi text-book; the 
201 Wada Toshio, Soseki no Shi to Haiku, p.167 
202 Wada Toshio, Soseki no Shi to Haiku, p.172 
203 Masaoka Shiki, Masaoka Shiki Shii, p. 285 
204 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p. 194 
205 Shuku Shine, `Shiki no Icanshi', p. 124 
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second period spanned 1883 to 1892, in Tokyo, when Shiki was working for the Nihon 
Shimbun and the third period spanned 1893 to 1896, when Shiki was writing as if 
fighting for life, until mental and physical weakness left him unable to write kanshi. He 
wrote his last poem six years before he died. 
Shiki's First period kanshi (1878-1883) 
As practice, conscientiously following the rules of traditional kanshi writing: 
In early and mid-Meiji, the intelligentsia composed kanshi as a group activity among 
friends and acquaintaces, enthusiastically exchanging poems and critiques. According to 
Shimizu Fusao206 , Shiki was devoted in practicing kanshi writing, following the 
guidance of Yogaku Henran (Beginners Examples). 
In his Fude Makase (1884-6) Shiki wrote: 
I was interested in poetry ever since I was eight or nine years old, when I first 
started to visit my maternal grandfather Ohara Kanzan. Later I went to Tsuchiya 
Hisaharu carrying with me Yogaku henran (Beginner's Examples) and began to 
learn how to arrange the 'hyosoku' rhyme of Chinese poetry. In 1878, I had to 
write one five-character Chinese quatrain every day and show it to Tshuchiya 
Hisaharu. In spring 1880, I formed a poetry recital group ... We had a meeting 
every Friday, and showed the poems to our teacher Kawahigashi Seikei. The 
group continued to meet until 1882. 207 
Shiki's first poem, at eleven years old, was a five-character quatrain. 
±* 
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206 Shimizu Fusao, `Kanshi Bunkaken ni okeru Ichi' p.74 
207 Quoted in Shimizu Fusao, "Kanshi Bunkaken ni okeru Ichi' p. 74 
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Listening to a Cuckoo 
A sound under the lonely moon, 
I cannot bear listening to the blood-spitting sound, 
Staying awake all night leaning on a pillow. 
Clouds far away from home. 
Shuku Shine noted that Shiki selected this poem and presented it as his first poem 
written entirely by himself. It was a practice piece following the rule of kanshi rhyme; 
however, without mentioning' cuckoo', this kanshi conveys realistically its sad cry.210 
Shiki wrote many poems about the scenery of his hometown, objectively portraying as it 
was and conscientiously following rhyme rules. 
As a school student in Matsuyama Shiki formed a group of friends who liked to write 
kanshi, creating little magazines such as Five Friends Magazine and Intimate Poem 
that contained their kanshi and critiques of each others' work. Later, in 1884, Shiki 
discussed his approach to kanshi in Fudemakase: 
In Chinese writing, unlike any other country's literary works, one should 
struggle for mastery not only in taste or flair but also in composition of 
characters in phrases... when I write a poem, I usually don't think about the 
taste from the beginning, but think first about the composition of the phrases, 
then consider the emotion the poem brings. 2I2 
208 Collected in Soseki Zenshil, vol.18 p. 97 
210 Shuku Shine, `Shiki no kanshi' p. 124 
212 Quoted in Iida Rigyo, Kaido no Hana—Shiki Kanshi to SOseki, p.38 
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Iida Rigyo summarises Shiki's view on the merits of composing kanshi, quoting Shiki: 
Rhyme beautifies expression through the refinement of thought and usage of 
words, even though it restricts poets in their selection of characters and content. 
It forces poets to avoid the use of unnecessary modifiers and to consider 
meaning carefully. It also brings diversity to the imagination, which produces 
immeasurable depth and variety of connotations. 214 
Shiki further argues that the strictness of rhyme rules stimulates the creativity of both 
the poet and the reader into a world of boundless dreams. One of the pleasures of 
creating kanshi is that a modern person can travel back into the past or forwards to the 
future. 2I5 
Some innovative ideas and unusual subjects for kanshi 
Shiki also wrote some unique poems with an individualistic approach on unusual topics. 
One early poem that shows his originality: 
a fri, 
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Balloon (1880). 
The balloon moves freely, high in the sky, 
the result of years of long, hard work by scientists. 
214 Iida Rigyo, KaidO no Hana—Shiki Kanshi to SOseki, p.39 
215 Iida RigyO, Kaido no Hana—Shiki Kanshi to SOseki, p.41 
216 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p. 195 
218 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki , p.196 
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We need not depend on the crane to fly, 
Since we can see all the rivers and mountains at one glance from the balloon. 
Shiki attraction to the west and to newly imported inventions is evident in this poem. 
He valued modern science and believed that new inventions can open up new visions. 
Dualities and controversial aspects as values in life 
Att 
C‘iittX 
IMA-4± 	MITiNa01 218 
Eating Crab on a Winter Day. (1881) 
Crab in winter is so delicious, 
The taste wipes away one's worries. 
These thoughts bring me to the bitter realisation 
That western culture has prevailed all over the world. 
The horizontal English script is just like the sideways moving crab, and even though 
fascinated by cultural imports from the west, as a man educated in the Confucian 
classics, Shiki found the spread of western culture threatening and disorderly. Wada 
Toshio notes the maturity and creativity of the fifteen year-old Shiki's efforts at finding 
ways of writing beyond the old usages. 22° 
Janine Beichman argues that the paradox in Shiki's thought was caused by the conflict 
between foreign and native culture and that his ability to hold a balance in these 
220 Wada Toshio, Shiki to SOseki , p.196 
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contradictory elements was notable. Shiki tended to perceive the world itself as a series 
of dualities; therefore, his writings contain two different aspects, such as realism and 
fantasy, or objective description and subjective expression. This contradictory element 
in Shiki's character may have stemmed from his upbringing. Born into a samurai family 
in Matsuyama, but losing his father at five years old, Shiki was brought up by his 
maternal grandfather, Ohara Kanzan, who was a Confucian scholar. Even though he 
attended a public school, his real education came through learning classical Chinese 
history, literature and philosophy with private tutors and his grandfather Kanzan, who 
was opposed to the new world of the Meiji period. 22I 
Shiki's contradictory character exhibited itself when he was involved in the movement 
for the revival of popular rights in Matsuyama in 1882. Shiki enthusiastically attended 
political meetings and rallies but when the headmaster tried to suppress the radical 
movement and banned Shiki from public speaking, Shiki would have chosen either to 
become a political martyr or, totally differently, to disappear to the mountains and to 
write poetry. 
Poems about historical events and hero worship 
Another important characteristic of Shiki's early poetry was that he wrote many poems 
about people and events in Japanese history, Chinese history, and even American 
history, reflecting his interest in history and his tendency towards hero-worship as Wada 
Toshio noted.222 Shuku Shine also refers to Shiki's interest in social issues, such as 
221 Janine Beichman, Masaoka Shiki, p.2- 3 
222 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p. 194 
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women's education and its link to being a good mother, using Chinese old saying of 
`Mengzi's' mother in one of his poems.223 
In stark contrast, Soseki did not write a single poem about history or about specific 
social issues. 
Second period (1883-1892) 
Detailed observation of places and the sketch method 
In this period, Shiki was still in good health, so he wrote many poems about travelling 
to various places. These are considered the best of Shiki's kanshi and are known for 
their realistic expressions and detailed observations. He wrote mostly seven-character 
zekku (quatrains), seven-character old poems, and seven-character risshi on various 
titles. During this period, Shiki's life went through many changes: he entered Tokyo 
University, met Kuga Katsunan224 and Natsume SOseki, left the university, and started 
the haiku reform movement. These life changes stimulated his kanshi composition, and 
he produced about three hundred and fifty during this period. 
He wrote the column `DassaishOku Haiwa' (Talks on Haiku from the Otter's Den) for 
the Nippon Shimbun in 1892, and later worked for the newspaper as a haiku editor. It 
was at this time that, after his fateful meeting with the Western-style painter, Nakamura 
Fusetsu he began to apply the concept of shasei to kanshi and haiku writing, as Burton 
Watson noted: 
223 Shulcu Shine, `Shiki no kanshi,' p.126 
224 Kuga Katsunan (1857-1907), founder and editor of Nihon Newspaper and a noted champion 
of liberal-democratic ideology 
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The writer was to carry out minute observation of the scenes around him and to 
compose works based on what he saw there, conjuring up the mood or emotional 
tenor he desired through apt manipulation of images found in real life. 225 
This period, is marked by the friendships which were most important in shaping Shiki's 
future thought and creativity. 
Third period: (1893-1897) 
Patriotism and the places he saw during the war 
The Sino-Japanese war broke out in July 1894, and Shiki was eager to participate, 
despite his tuberculosis. His participation in war, his haiku reformation and the content 
of both his haiku and kanshi writing reveal Shiki's deep concern about the Japanese 
identity and nationalism. Kuga Katsunan identified the nature of nationalism as it 
applied to Japan at the time, according to Oketani Hideaki: 
Kuga Katsunan's emphasis on nationalism was about the emotional aspect of 
national consciousness. Kuga Katsnan wrote in his 'An Idea of the World and 
An Idea of the Nation' that the matters of intelligence belonged to a global ideal 
whereas the matters of sentiment belonged to a national ideal. He argued that 
Japanese should maintain political independence and establish a special position 
in cultural life style as wel1. 226 
Katsunan labelled Shiki's poetic themes as: 'the promotion of the national ideal in the 
emotional life of Japanese'. 227 
Illness and devotion to literature 
Shiki wrote extensively about his illness in various forms: kanshi, essays, diaries and 
haiku. His literature became his life, or as Janine Beichman puts it: 
225 Burton Watson, Masaoka Shiki: Selected Poems, p.7 
226 Oketani Hideaki, `Masaoka Shiki to Kuga Katsunan' Kokubungaku, p.88 
227 Oketani Hideaki, `Masaoka Shiki to Kuga Katsunan' Kokubungaku, p.89 
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Shiki used 'my literature' as a synonym for 'my life'. He had accepted the 
.._ 
	
	knowledge that he would die young, but he retained his attachment to life in a 
sublimated form, as a wish for the survival of his 'literature'. 228 
Shiki writes under the title 'Poor Man's Hut' (1896) 229 of his difficulties moving 
around caused by pain and poverty: "High hopes of youth bit by bit ground down, I 
envy myself the wanderings I once had." Shiki expresses his feeling towards his 
writing; "Heedless of Heaven, headless of men, all I do is peck and polish away at my 
writings, but words differ from east to west and tastes of today belie those of the past. 
My sentences are as ineffectual as the otter's sacrifice, 230 my poems as pointless as a 
winter fan." Shiki reflects on his own life: "I haven't two acres of land—couldn't retire 
to a life of farming. I have no talent for saving the world—could never put on the 
official's cap. 'Poor means stupid!' people say—down and out, I wince at their nasty 
saw." Shiki expresses his helplessness, as he feels his writings cannot bring any positive 
result in the literary world. He groans under his feelings of his insufficiency. 
2-4 Comparison of Soseki's and Shiki's kanshi 
Wada Toshio noted that, once, before they exchanged their kanshi, Shiki and Soseki 
both wrote a poem on the same picture. Shiki wrote about the image in a five-character 
zekku. 
g09,‘„tql 	* Iltititit 
228 Janine Beichman, Masaoka Shiki, p.24 
229 Burton Watson (trans.), Masaoka Shiki: Selected Poems, p.116 
230  Accoding to ancient Chinese belief, the otter performs a 'sacrifice' when it leaves part of its prey 






Accompaniment to a painting, 1883 
The door was closed and nobody seemed to be home. 
Just a crowd of ducks following a boy. 
The owner of this house, totally freed from worldly matters, 
Gazing at the sun setting behind the mountain. 
Soseki's poem was a seven-character risshi. 
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Accompaniment to a painting, 1883 
I wonder who lives in the house whose door remained closed all day. 
It was like the 'one grass house in the world' of Tu Fu's poem 
The village was quiet and a shepherd boy's flute echoed. 
On the empty eaves, sparrows are bustling 
Their voices like little golden bells being hit. 
231 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Sareki p.197 
233 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki p.198 
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The tall baboo growing by the southern valley waters connect the clouds to the 
earth. 
The wind blowing from behind the pagoda tree, fills the garden. 
Summer has arrived, chasing away the joys of Spring. 
And my only indulgence a midday nap in the cool breeze. 
Shiki's tendency to focus more on an objective portrayal while Soseki was more 
interested in subjective expression is evident in these poems. Shiki conveys an image as 
close as possible to what he sees in the painting. He does not mention what he thinks or 
imagines about the painting, whereas Soseki further described the scene surrounding the 
house, and the cool sensation in the house in the summer breeze. SOseki wrote not only 
of what he can see but also of what the picture reminded him of, such as Tu Fu's poem. 
He even imagines the sound of flute. 
Makoto Ueda quotes Soseki: 
The artist finds himself depicting neither nature nor the mind that projects nature, 
but rather his own interpretation of it. By 'his own interpretation' I mean the 
way in which he gives meaning to nature, the way in which he views nature." 235 
Ueda elaborates further: 
No artist can, or should, reproduce nature exactly as it is. Soseki thought of two 
reasons why this has to be so. One, influenced by Buddhism, is that nature as 
such is 'all too fleeting'. The other, more Western, is that whatever the artist 
235 Makoto Ueda, Modern Japanese Writers and the Nature of Literature, p.2 
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takes from nature cannot ultimately be freed from 'the way in which he views 
nature'. Both have profound implications for Soseki's concept of art. 
Iida Rigyo noted ,on the other hand that Shiki tried to bring new, interesting vitality to 
conventional lcanshi by presenting in them his own observations and creat poetry from 
the heart, not from the words. 
The entertaining quality of a poem comes from originality: the poetic words 
constructed as the individual poet's idea. It is not the expression from the social 
position of a poet but from his vital energy as a living person. 237 
Soseki, however, was not attempting to renew old modes of expression: he applied the 
stict rules of kanshi rhyme to express the psychological struggles and anguish of a 
human being who has to live through the difficulties of the modern, competitive world. 
In the sense that he used the kanshi form to express the inner, psychological world, 
Soseki modernised the form. 
237 Iida Rigyo, Kaido no Hana--Shiki Kanshi to Saseki, p.47 
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2-5 Conclusion: 
The following table compares the kanshi of Shiki and S6seki 
Soseki Shiki 
Theme Insecurity about fundamental 
questions of existence. 
Innovative ideas, historical 
events, hero worship, 
patriotism, nationalism 
his illness 
Motivation To try to free himself from 
random sadness and search for 
finyii 
Kanshi practice as a way of 
nurturing virtue for a 
Confucian gentleman 
Writing Styles Many colour words and 
personification 
Detailed observation and 
depictions of real objects in 
sketch method 
Identity Deeply individual, subjective 
expression; keeping an unskilfull, 
stubborn attitude 
Objective and realistic 
expression and autobiographic 
record 
Ideal White cloud country as `togenkyo' 
and 'Utopia' 
Patriotic nationalism and 
survival of Japanese identity in 
modernization of verse 
Concept of Art 
and Nature 
Artists depict their own 
interpretations of nature, in relation 
Artists depict their own 
observations of nature 
to their inner psychological world. 
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It is evident that the atmonsphere and ambience of the relationship between S6seki and 
Shiki encouraged innovation, creativity and exploration in both of them. Shiki fervently 
believed in the capacity of the traditional genres such as kanshi not only to be revived, 
but also to be useful to modern, post-traditional Japanerse as successful forms of 
expression. S6seki was not particularly interested in "modernizing" kanshi at any time 
in his life, but he certainly valued Shiki's enthusiasm, encouragement and praise, and 
continued to respect the form as a means of self-expression throughout his life. 
241 Wada Toshio, Saseki no Shi to Haiku, p.12 
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Chapter Three 
SOseki's Haiku and Masaoka Shiki 
Introduction 
Soseki first started writing haiku under the tutelage of Shiki while Shiki was living in 
Soseki's house (called the Gudabutsuan) in Matsuyama. The haiku writers who 
gathered around Shiki at the Gudabutsuan were called the Nihonha poets, because 
Shiki spearheaded his haiku reform movement through articles in his Nihon Shimbun 
column `Dassai Sho Oku Haiwa' which also published their "modern" haiku. 
Yanagihara Kyokudo, Kawahigashi Hekigoti5 and Takahama Kyoshi were some of the 
best known of the Nihonha poets, who were in deliberate opposition to the more 
traditional poets, calling them Tsukinamiha.. 
During Shiki's stay in Matsuyama, these young haiku reformists, led by Shiki, formed a 
group called Shoffikai (Wind in Pines Society) and gathered every day, practicing 
composing haiku on topics drawn from their real experience and following their own 
observations of nature. Shiki recognised Soseki's ability and included him among the 
established haiku writers, even though SOseki had only just over a year's experience. 
The majority of Soskei's more than two thousand haiku were composed at this time, but 
after Shiki died, Soseki's interest in haiku declined dramatically. For the rest of his life 
Soseki composed haiku only on request, for example at New Year or on the Emperor's 
birthday. 241 
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This chapter is constructed as follows: 
3-1. The Haiku Exchange between Soseki and Shiki. 
3-2 Shiki's New Haiku Movement and Soseki's Haiku 
3-3 The Features of Soseki's Haiku 
3-4 Shiki's shaseibun and Soseki's Jam a Cat 
3-5 Soseki's and Buson's Haiku and Kusamakura 
3-6 Conclusion 
3-1 The Haiku Exchange between SOseki and Shild 
On the night of May 9, 1889 Shiki experienced his first episode of spitting blood from 
tuberculosis. He then composed forty to fifty haiku on hototogisu (cuckoo) whose name 
is pronounced in kambun as `shiki', for the first time using these characters as his pen 
name. The striking red colour inside the cuckoo's mouth makes it look as if it is spitting 
blood when it sings. 242 Soseki responded to these haiku with his very first haiku on his 
visit to the hospitalised Shiki. 243 
Shiki wrote under the title Cuckoo (114,%) 
7¼7 , Fi 244 
Heading towards the sunflower, a little cuckoo. 
00)4E0)R I -031 < 	 246 
Sing until the sunflower blossoms are all scattered, a little cuckoo. 
242Eto Jun, `Shiki to no Deai', S5seki to Sono Jidai, p.147-149 
243Quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p. 16 
244 Quoted in EtO Jun, `Shiki to no Deal', SOseki to Sono Jidai, p.149 
246 Et() Jun, `Shiki to no Deai', SOseki to Sono Jidai, p. 149 
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Soseki Soseki responded instantly since he wanted to cheer Shiki up, with a letter that 
included the saying, "to live is the sole end of man!" 
06A, ii-u)qz 4L%."[14,4247 
Do not cry at returning home but laugh, little cuckoo 
-Cafk t) it.da“734,ft248 
You would like to be heard but nobody is waiting for you, little cuckoo. 
The cuckoo was considered to be the soul of the sad emperor Botai of China who 
wished to go back his home country. Wada Toshio identified the allusion, noting that 
SOseki used the word kaeru (to return) because Shiki had said that he would like to 
return his hometown of Matsuyama. 25° In Soseki's second haiku, the cry of the 
hototogisu was depicted not as a positive, hopeful symbol, but as something 
inauspicious: missing was the singer who, according to the ancient saying, would wait 
for the first sound of the hototogisu's cry to sing together. Wada Toshio noted that both 
haiku are appreciated as expressions of Soseki's warm, empathetic friendship towards 
Shiki rather than as literary works of a high standard. 251 
In 1892 Shiki had failed his university exams and had decided to quit school. Soseki 
advised Shiki to carry on studying and to graduate first before becoming a writer: 
1 % < 6 11A)1 ix 0 - a LL gto 252 
247 Sikeki Zenshu vol. 17, p.5 
248 Eta Jun, `Shiki to no Deai', SOseki to Sono Jidai, p.I49 
250 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Siiseki, p. 275 
251 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p. 275 
252 Soseki Zenshu vol. 17 p.14 
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If crying, cry on a full moon, cuckoo. 
However Shiki did not listen, quit the university and joined the Nihon Shimbun. 
Soseki sent Shiki the following haiku written in 1894 while staying at a temple, with the 
note that 'I do not go out unless it is necessary. A few nuns are staying in the next room. 
It does not do me any good. Women are somehow bothersome.' Soseki was suffering a 
nervous collapse at the time and thought to recover by meditation at the temple. Thus he 
calls himself a monk with hair. 
)ti i:_ ,(Eiga>fM4-1-a5kcto 2" 
Come and visit a monk with hair in the nun's temple 
Wada points to the humour of this haiku as well as the warmth of their friendship, 
indicated by the fact that Soseki asked Shiki to visit him at a time when he did not want 
to meet anyone at al1. 254 
datfit.uo 2" 
Unable to be intoxicated by flowers, lost in deep thoughts. 
According to Wada Toshio, Soseki wrote this poem in 1894 with a note asking Shiki 
'What makes you suffer? Is it a devil of poetry, a devil of illness or a devil of emotion?' 
Shiki was working for the Nihon Shimbun and pursuing his haiku reform movement 
with great passion. Soseki was questioning the cause of Shiki's tremendous suffering: 
was it his battle for haiku reform, was it his illness, or was it some emotional crisis 
253 S5seki Zenshu vol. 17 , p.17 
254 Wada Toshio, Shiki to SOseki, p.276 
255 Soseki Zenshu vol. 17p. 17 
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related to a woman? At this time Shiki wrote some haiku about women although it is 
not known whether he had any emotional entanglement: 256 
257 
Worldly women: light cosmetics for entering the next world. 
A il) < -\7 1511,_ }-,T,S,tcb 9. 258 
When the peach blossoms, there's a woman who I think is lovely. 
Shiki wrote the following haiku when he left for Tokyo after staying with Soseki in 
Matsuyama: 
kglif,...- rnio -c- 4944-1,it 9. 260 
This evening, we will part, confronting a severe winter storm 
The following haiku is Soseki's farewell to Shiki: 26I 
--sk'D67)41 -AtxttigiffiMot. 264 
Shall we leave? Let's depart, newly made rice-wine and chrysanthemums 
According to Wada, Soseki used traditional season words for autumn such as 'newly 
made rice-wine' and 'chrysanthemums', but expressed them in the dialect of Shiki's 
256 Wada Toshio, Shiki to SOseki, p. 277 
257 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to SOseki, p.278 
258 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to SOseki, p.278 
260 Quoted in Saseki Zenshu vol. 17 ,p. 28 
261 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p. 279 
264 Soseki Zenshu vol. 17 p.28 
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hometown, to bring a light tone into the sad farewell. 265 This is a good example of a 
modern haiku, conveying the emotion between close friends and a real situation by 
using dialect. 
Another example of Soseki's haiku on the same occasion, this time using colloquial 
language: 
Vcont,:tc-::12 6 ts% 6 L Slituto. 266 
Autumn clouds, suddenly seized by emotion, I want to leave everything 
behind. 
According to Wada, the autumn clouds are a symbol of sudden changeability. And the 
pivot word `muramurato', refers both to the autumn clouds and to the sudden and 
overwhelming feeling of uncertainty and gloom at the thought of parting. 267 
In 1892 Shilci wrote, 'Went to school, visited Tsubouchi Shoyo together with Soseki'. 
37 )1 VLf)(S7)6 P9 11 11t -t 9. 2" 
Evening moon in autumn, a knock on the door. 
Perhaps Shiki invited Soseki to join him on a visit to Tsubouchi's place to discuss 
theories of literature. Wada notes the seasonal autumn phrase. 27I 
265 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.280 
266 SOseki Zenshu vol. 17 p.28 
267 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Saseki, p.281 
270 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p. 289 
271 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Saseki, p. 289 
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Wada noted that Shiki wrote the following haiku in his diary on 17 December 1892 with 
a note `Soseki came': 272 
BIL L -C < Vitt opf. lito 273 
There is nothing to offer you, winter basket. 
Shiki had quit university and just entered the Nihon Shimbun. His financial situation 
seemed rather tight, so that he could not offer Soseki anything to eat. Shiki felt bad 
about this and expressed his straightened circumstances as an empty basket in winter. 
6Z-A2740 
Called on me, my old friend, fresh young leaves. 
Wada noted that Shiki called Soseki 'old friend' even though they had been friends for 
less than five years. To Shiki, Soseki seemed like lively, fresh green young leaves. 
This poem expresses Shiki's cheerful and refreshed feeling after SOseki's visit. 275 
Another of Shiki's poems (July, in 1893) when Soseki visited him. 
-7 oDttiLl-ctRiiii*-±0 276 
You are going to become a bachelor of what? 
Mosquito larvas will hatch mosquitos. 
Wada noted: 
Shiki knew that Soseki would become a Bachelor of Arts, but expressed a 
complicated, humorous reaction towards Soseki's receiving the degree by asking 
272 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.290 
273 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.290 
274 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Saseki,p.293 
275 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Saseki, p.293 
276 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Saseki p. 294 
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what kind of bachelor. Shiki, who had dropped out of the same degree the 
previous year, was happy to see Soseki complete his studies, but felt some 
regret or shame that he himself could not finish the degree. 277 
Wada pointed out the interesting use of the pun, bun, which sounds the both like a 
mosquito's flying and the word 'Arts' in Japanese. 
Shiki again wrote about S6seki becoming a Bachelor of Arts in his diary in August 1893 
t.±0  278 
The Morning-glory flower, you become a dignified Bachelor of Arts. 
Shiki described achieving a Bachelor of Arts as something dignified, yet he chose a 
morning glory flower as the seasonal phrase. According to Wada, the morning glory 
was a flower of the common people, in contrast to the noble image of a Bachelor of 
Arts.279 
Shiki came back to Japan, ill, after serving as a military journalist in the Sino-Japanese 
War. The following 1895 poem expressed his relief at being able to settle in his friend's 
study to discuss haiku and literature. 280 
+PAM- 0—C Las 6 < 	op* 	281 
The Chinese-bell flower arrangement, a study borrowed for a while. 
277 Wada Toshio, Shiki to SOseki, p.295 
278 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki,p 295 
279 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.294 
280 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.296 
281 Wada Toshio, Shiki to SOseki,p.295 
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The following poem is Shiki's farewell, when his time at Soseki's home in Matsuyama 
had come to and end and he had to return to Tokyo: 
fr < aiL 	6 fctLiLfic=—_-. --). 2" 
For me, about to leave, two autumns will remain separate. 
Wada pointed out that the 'two autumns' refer to the two different experiences of 
autumn Shiki and Soseki will have now that they will be separated. Once Shiki has left 
Matsuyama, they will be in two different worlds. Shiki contrasts the word 'going' of 
people and 'staying' of the season, giving a continuous feeling of loneliness. 284 
Two of Shiki's haiku, written on December 30 in 1895, with the note `Soseki and 
Kyoshi called: two haiku' 
EIN 9 tl- 9 	'3--)f ,t) 9 0:keaL 6. 285 
A lot of conversation, the place where the busy New Year's eve never comes. 
X.Affi* —C1±ffi)1( —CJE—F- El 286 
Soseki visited, Kyoshi visited, the New Year's eve. 
Soseki went to Tokyo to meet his future wife for the first time on December 27. Shiki 
expressed the joy of talking between friends, and this special occasion was far more 
important than the hustle and bustle of the ordinary New Year's eve. Wada noted that in 
Shiki's second haiku, by using the same phrases `Soseki came' and `Kyoshi came' 
repeatedly, Shiki portrayed how he felt at that time. 287 
283 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.297 
284 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.298 
285 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.298 
288 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki,p.298 
287 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Seiseki, p.298 
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In 1897 Soseki wrote the following poem in a letter to Shiki with the note 'remembering 
Shiki' when he was working in Kumamoto as a teacher and considering changing his 
career to become a writer. Wada commented that the quiet sound of spring rain matches 
the atmosphere of longing for a missing friend. 288 
ffiOrZtffi 6 410 iii_1?, C±-4- 6,, 289 
The night of quiet spring-rain reminded me more of emptiness. 
Shiki wrote the following haiku on Soseki's marriage in 1896. 
a 5 a 5 tc.640 -14-X-R. 61) L 6. 290 
Young leaves of peach trees growing luxuriously, you are taking a wife. 




The peaches are fresh, 
The leaves of the trees are growing vigorously. 
The girl is to be wedded 
It is nice for the family to receive the bride. 
288 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p. 284 
289 Saseki Zenshu vol. 17 p.216 
290 Wada Toshio, Shiki to SOseki, p.300 
291 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.301 
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The vigorous young peach leaves are symbols of a healthy young bride who will bring 
many children and a prosperous future to the family. Shiki frequently borrowed 
classical phrases from Chinese poetry to express his ideas in haiku, since Shiki was 
educated in Chinese literary works. 292 
Shiki wrote the following two haiku with a note 'Sending off SOsekr. 
fk-4-1-4 	 9 tco) 6. 293 
Autumn, withered eulalia, next year we are going to be united. 
#0)ffirgi-tda6tt.d.a41‹ toc, 294 
Autumn rain, do not let the luggage get wet and do not catch a cold. 
In her memoirs, Soseki's wife, Kyoko, noted that these haiku were written on the front 
page of a small book, a gift from Shiki, in 1900 at SOseki's departure for England, but 
according to Shiki's haiku manuscripts, they were written in 1897. 295 Wada argued that 
it is more likely Kyoko's mistake, since Shiki would not have written that they would 
meet the following year on Soseki's departure for a two year trip to England. Therefore, 
these are probably farewell poems when Soseki returned to Kumamoto after visiting 
Shiki's sickbed in Tokyo. Wada commented that Shiki's second haiku reminded readers 
of the warm affection of a parent caring for a child. 296 
292 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.301 
293 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to S5seki, p.302 
294 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.303 
295 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to SOseki, p.303 
296 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.303-304 
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298Quoted in Karim) Akimasa, Takahashi Hideo, 'Ima Shiki o Kangaeru', Kokubungaku, p.15 
300 	• 	• 	• 	, Miyoshi Yukio, Haiku no Kindai', Kokubungaku, p.36 
297 , 	 - Dassai Shoku Haiwa ,  , Masaoka Shiki Shfi, p.143 
3-2. Shiki's New Haiku Movement and SOseki's Haiku 
Shiki and the Nihonha writers tried to bring life back to haiku at a time when new forms 
of poetry were emerging and the novel was esteemed as the major genre of literature, 
while haiku was left languishing. Shiki started the haiku reformation because he was 
concerned that even though haiku had great potential to function as literature the genre 
was doomed to decline. He firmly believed that the objectives of literature are to depict 
real emotions of real people and to promote 'noble graces' in the human heart. 297 He 
considered the haiku's lineage to stem from the court tanka, which were associated with 
noble courtly and samurai virtues. However, over the years, haiku masters had made 
haiku writing a popular amusement and a commercial activity. Shiki believed that haiku 
could be revived by bringing realism into the genre. 
Shiki serialized Hal/cal Taiya (The Elements of Haiku) in the Nihon Shimbun from 
October to December 1895. In this article he repeatedly made the point that haiku is a 
part of literature and literature is a part of art. 298 The basic concept of haiku that Shiki 
was advocating was as a kind of fine-art literature, where the theory of sketching could 
be applied. Shiki was critical of the Tsukinamiha haiku writers' idea that haiku is the 
genre of ordinary people, a popular genre, not suitable for high art. For him people were 
citizensm, each individual an equal in the nation, and haiku should become the 
significant, considered expression of the individual. 
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The realism advocated in the development of the novel at the time and the romantic 
idealism exemplified by Buson's haiku were both promoted equally among the Nihonha 
writers. Shiki even labelled Hekigoto, is "the realistic man", and Takahama Kyoshi, 
who often wrote about old, foreign and unusual themes as "the idealistic man". In 
general, the flavour of their haiku was realistic through plain expression, but was 
nevertheless individualistic. 301 
In his essay 'Haiku Shinha no Keiko' Shiki wrote that through civilization the world 
has become a more complicated and closely interrelated place. 302 Fine art and literature 
have also progressed in the same direction and progress means diversity and change. He 
contended that the haiku genre can be changed even in a short period of time through 
the involvement of many different haiku writers. Thus the new haiku of the Meiji era 
have the diversity and the flair of the Genrolcu era, and of ancient Chinese and Japanese 
poetry, as well as including special modern characteristics that the classical haiku did 
not have. 
Shiki use Hekigoto's haiku as an example of the development of complexity in Meiji 
haiku. "3 
9 iL vl• 9 . 304 
Mountain guided clear water muddied then, clear again. 
Hekigoto, one of the most prominent of Shiki's disciples, used the phrase sarini keni 
(leave or be passed to be settled) to illustrate how the water changes from clear to 
muddy when a human enters it and clear up again when he leaves. This complex image 
301 Kitazumi Toshio, 'Shasei haiku oyobi shaseibun no kenicyfi, p.109-p.111 
302 Masaoka Shilci, Masaoka Shikishii, Meiji Bungalcu zenshu 53, P.  217 
303 Masaoka Shiki, Masaoka Shikishii, Meiji Bungaku Zenshu 53, p. 217 
3°4 Masaoka Shiki, Masaolca Shikishii, Meiji Bungaku Zenshii 53, p. 217 
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of clear water changing over time is well expressed here and the visual impact and 
connotations are more sophisticated than that of earlier haiku. According to Shiki this 
is the effect new haiku should be striving for. Shiki compared this haiku with earlier 
haiku, using the same concept. 305 
Buson 's poem written in Tenmei (1781-1788): 
=A l...-Cerr<dN6i**t. 
Two people together, muddy water clears. 
Molcuga's poem in Kansei (1789-1800): 
iq 9 --C til=1 756 --4- 61)6i**, 
Though it muddied, becoming clear from the middle -- clear water. 
Gomei wrote in Bunka (1804-1807): 
N L -CttiRtrR -CE6i471.(7) , tA 
Muddied water, always ready to settle -- clear water. 
Baishitsu wrote in Tempo (1830-1843): 
A El 4-ta --C- N --VM*bg, 
At the mouth of the spring, muddied water clear. 
Shiki further illustrated his point about the development of modern haiku using 
comparisons with Buson's haiku as examples 306 : 
Buson wrote 
A) 11 gi-1,6 ofor-00) [Li ill , tc. 
305 All four poems below appear in Masaoka Shiki, Masaoka Shikishii, Meiji Bungaku Zensha 53, p. 217 
306 All three poems appear in Masaoka Shiki, Masaoka Shikishii, Meiji Bungaku Zenshii 53, p. 218 
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At the time of sun-set, hunting a pheasant, mountain field in spring. 
B) gttTo --c- 46V4i0D 11 viA U. 
Coming home after hunting the pheasants, the sun is high on a road. 
Akitake (#11-)'s (MeijiPeriod): 
1 - WOALtT -o -ri*6 ../Zsr47)'to 
The Lord's home-coming after hunting the pheasants, the entry hall. 
Buson's haiku (B) has a more complicated image than his haiku (A) while Akitake's 
haiku has an even more complex association of ideas than both of Buson's haiku. 
Akitake's haiku depicts the entry hall, full of excitement and anticipation at the return of 
the Lord's hunting excursion. Here the hunting scene and the entry hall of the castle 
preparing for the lord's return (two different times and two different events) are 
superimposed. 307 
Shiki argued that the complexity of an image has value not only as a painting but also as 
a map, which carries more information. Adding further abstract levels of meaning to a 
concrete scene is a way of making a comprehensive, multifarious image. The many-
sided image can also be analyzed as many small spaces and short moments, which add 
vigour and vividness to the scene. 
Another feature of the new taste that emerged in Meiji haiku is their understated quality, 
focussing on ordinary events. Instead of concentrating on one focal point and making a 
307 Masaoka Shiki, 'Haiku Shinha no Keiko' Meiji Bungalcu zensidi 53, p.218-219 
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lofty, idealistic, intense statement, they feature a subtly uncertain, unfinished, ambience 
around ordinary events. 309 
In his 1899 essay 'The Origin and Development of Poetry' 3I° Shiki adapted Spencer's 
concept of the 'economy of mental energy' and argued that haiku had deeper meaning 
and were more interesting than other forms of verse, even though a much shorter form. 
He emphasized the importance of suggestiveness or implication in haiku and claimed 
that haiku writers should develop their skill in order to convey this suggestiveness. 
Therefore, 'to portray as it is' is not good enough as a method in haiku writing. 
Kitazumi sees Shilci's negative attitude towards the mere depiction of reality in his 
emphasis on metaphor. 311 Kitazumi Toshio notes that Shiki's first shasei haiku written 
in 1885 already displayed elements of this idea of complex realism. 
ts, 9 .5 0 ,1+0.) 0 Ith-f*cts 9 . 312 
Snow is falling, only a white cat's voice at the edge of the roof. 
In 1888, Shiki joined Shorobankai, a haiku club in Matsuyama attached to the Nihon 
Shimbun, and actively participated in its various literary activities. In 1895 SOseki sent 
sixty-eight haiku to Shiki of which Shiki chose only four for publication in Shoroban, 
the magazine published by the Nihonha. The following, perhaps Soskei's first shasei 
haiku, are three of the four: 
St 6i*Mtb , /x 313 
309 Masaoka Shiki, 'Haiku Shinha no Keik6'. p.220-221 
310 `Shoka no Kigen oyObi Hensen' in Masagosini 
311 Kitazumi Toshio, Shasei haiku oyobi shaseibun no Kenlcyil, p. 6- 7 
312 Kitazumi Toshio, Shasei haiku oyobi Shaseibun no Kenkrl, p.7 
313 Soseki Zenshu vol. 17 p.52 
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The clouds come and go, waterfall of aututnn leaves 
,I=v4 	 314 
One house in a valley of the mountains, drying Chinese millet 
6ktAmt315 
In vain, chrysanthemums are blooming in a row, home-town indeed! 
The first two haiku were written when SOseki went to see two waterfalls named Shirai 
and Karako, near Matsuyama city, but that the last one was written totally from the 
imagination. 
The realism in Shiki's haiku underwent subtle changes of emphasis over the time he 
was working towards haiku reformation. Shiki was influenced by Nakamura Fusetsu, a 
western-style painter, who advocated the sketch method (shasei) in western painting in 
preference to the model-copying method (punpon) in Japanese painting. Shiki applied 
the sketch method in haiku writing and used the term 'sketch' instead of the words like 
'reality' or 'photograph.' 316 At first, Shiki was looking for picturesque images and 
shapes when he practiced shasei haiku. Later, in 1900, he developed the shaseibun 
concept in the sense of writing about reality: realism and the depiction of a real 
situation. 317 Shiki also wrote not only of actual happenings or reality, but also from an 
artist's image of reality. 
The following are some of Shiki's examples. 3I8 
314 Saseki Zenshu vol. 17 p.53 
315 Saseki Zenshu vol. 17 p.53 
316 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki p.140 
317 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki p. 142 
318 The four haiku are quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to Saseki, p. 141 
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The fragrance of the early ripening rice, a train runs by, the air blast on a hill 
VIV(0) - it:rA Ut*tE 
The stone altar in early autumn is high, as the willow trees stand tall. 
H Of)(4 ,-:g-,4:10 9 
One autumn day, lively festivities 
m_J:7_41 ,6)tilusuct 
Fox come to see the festival too, your tail decorated with a flower. 
Matsui Toshihiko noted that above haiku are easily transferable into pictures. However, 
the second last one is more conceptual while the last one is based on fantasy. 319 
In his essay, 'Twenty-four Styles of Haiku', Shiki gave examples of many different 
types of shasei haiku: the objective style, the painting style, the natural style. Some of 
his haiku are total fiction, not based on realism at all. Wada Toshio pointed out that 
Shiki's illness prevented him from relying exclusively on the sketch method. 
Bedridden from 1897 to his death in 1902, Shiki's sketch method over those years had 
to be limited to the view from his bed. In fact, he wrote a number of haiku containing 
metaphors and contrasts and comparisons and some of his haiku that supposedly 
portrayed real situations were actually drawn from the imagination. Kanda Hideo32° 
noted that Shiki did not find it contradictory to advocate Buson's haiku, which were 
rather imaginative, while at the same time promoting the sketch method. 
S6seki wrote fewer haiku in this shasei category than he did subjective haiku. Wada 
argued that Shiki emphasized the importance of the sketch from a reality to Soseki since 
319 Wada Toshio, Shiki to SOseki p.142 
320 Kanda Hideo, `Gendai Haiku S6shi' Gendai Haikushfi, quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to SOseki p.144 
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Soseki was at the beginner stage and had a tendency towards writing more conceptual 
haiku. Shiki commented: "SOseki wrote haiku for the first time in 1895. He has 
developed uniqueness in content and in technique ever since. Many of his haiku are 
fresh and unusual." 322 Wada Toshio presents examples of SOseki's good shasei haiku: 
< < 0011:1 I 9 u)71(0 324 
Pumping out from the sand, water in spring. 
ao) -euv-c- Ro6iPoicAl. 
Rocks at the bottom seeming to move, clear water. 
Shiki tried to establish guidelines for writing vivid, interesting haiku. However, for 
Soseki, a haiku meant the expression of his inner self. According to Wada, Soseki 
generally seemed not follow Shiki's objective sketch method, but rather wrote haiku 
freely, as a means of getting something off his chest. 326 
324 Both haiku appear in S5seki Zenshfi vol. 17 p.126 
326 Wada Toshio, Shiki to S5seki p. 148,149 
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3-3. The Features of Soseki's Haiku Chinese Poetry and SOseki's Haiku 
Soseki, like many haiku writers, alluded to Chinese poetry in various ways. Shiki also 
translated Chinese poems into haiku, and Shiki's own haiku also show the clear 
influence of Chinese poetry. The haiku below are some of the examples of Soseki's 
haiku linked with Chinese poetry. 
In the following 1895 haiku SOseki alluded to Twenty Poems on Drinking Rice-wine by 
Tao Yuanmei, known as a poet of nature with a noble character, free of wordly 
ambitions. He lived far from the city, refusing an official position from the emperor. 
MOD-'kbli'10)0,±GIffiffiff. "' 
The fragrance of chrysanthemum, a nobleman in Jin likes rice-wine. 
357 Soseki Zensha, vol.17, p. 33 
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Another 1895 haiku about chrysanthemums and Tao Yuanmei: 
V \ El b) 6 ditiM1/41- 641,--Mo± 359 
On a sorrowful day, be drunk with this rice-wine, chrysanthemum lord. 
S6seki also alluded frequently to Tu Fu's (712-770) poems as in the following 1891 
poem which quotes Tu Fu's Eight Drinking Fairies' Songs about He Zhizhang (659- 
744) well known for his generous nature and his wine drinking. 
0 * 44 Ng 0 A M 
fIR 4E 4 4 * a w36° 
Zhizhang rides on horse as if floating in a boat 
The flowers fall from the drunken eyes, asleep, down deep to the bottom of the well 
1g 0)14 -clialigffitior),A 361 
Let the boat float on the back of a horse, journey in spring. 
The following haiku alludes to The Song of the Upright Spirit by Wen T'ien-hsiang 
(1236-1283), written after Wen was imprisoned by the invading Yuan army, and 
became popular in Meiji Japan amongst Japanese patriotic soldiers. 362 
*IWO< till'A .0,6t.t .1- 90 363 
White daffodils, illuminating the virtue of the ancient loyal martyr. 
359 _ Soseki Zensini, vol.17, p. 32 
360 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Saseki no Shi to Haiku, p.79 
361 Sc3seki Zenshii, vol.17, p. 8 
362 Wada Toshio, Soseki no Shi to Haiku p.83 
363 Saseki Zenshfc, vol.17, p. 83 
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Wen T'ien-hsiang's poem: 
t- II E AA .L 
"In the breeze from the eaves, I spread out a book to read; 
Before me shines the virtue of the ancient loyal martyr!" 364 
In the following haiku Soseki alludes to Li Bai's (701-762) Drinking with a Gentleman 
in the Mountains. 
ItiLV-z 9 L-0 6A. 367 
Came for flowers, who wish to play Chinese koto. 
Li Bai's poem: 
lit cl=q-cst N9 
Jo-ctrol_citm 
0)10A- ktL** 
We both have drunk to their birth, the mountain flowers 
A toast, a toast, and again another 
Gentlemen, please stop coming for a while, since I am drunk and longing to sleep. 
Tomorrow morning, if you like, come with lutes. 368 
364 Yoshikawa Mira, Five Hundred Years of Chinese Poetry, 1150- 1650, p.55 
367 Saseki Zensha, vol.17, p. 139 
368 Arthur Cooper (trans.), Li Po and Tu Fu, p.110 
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Soseki wrote the following haiku inspired by a poem of Du Mu (803-852) 
5 	it 	k 6-) 	3I-6 	369 
The smoke for making tea at a Zen pavilion, teacher's shadow busy moving. 
Du Mu's poem: 
61-b&Efarc(After drinking, at the monk's monastery) 
*ACM144Eill 
Today, surrounding the seat of an elderly monk for meditation in a temple 
Tea-making steam is lightly floating up and petals are floating down on the breeze 
The following 1895 haiku uses the phrase 	 47)T)E1 from a book by Kongzi. The 
story of the army of crabs, bees, hand-mills and eggs, animals and things together 
coming out to fight their enemy appeared in a book of old Japanese tales popular in 
Japan in his time. 
* 0)fi NOW a37° 
January of Xunjiu time, the army of crabs. 
S6seki's financial situation as a teacher in Kumamoto was rather tight, so he lamented 
his poor salary by using the expression 1Ii=1-* in the following 1897 haiku. This 
369 Sdseki Zensini, vol.17, p. 102 
370 Soseki Zenshi, vol. 17, p.55 
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expression referred to the salary of a governor in ancient China, famous for its 
meagreness. 
Eating a salary rice-cake: spring has come. 
Subjective Expression and Satire in Soseki's haiku 
In a letter to Shiki Soseki complained "My weakness in realistic expression has been 
obvious from the first day I began to learn to write haiku. However, it is also caused by 
my natural disposition." 372Soseki's personality and his belief that art is an expression of 
one's inner self made it difficult for him to stick to objective portrayal. He was more 
interested in portraying the inner self Wada lists some of these haiku. 373 
TA QA I/ \ tthit 	(1898) 
To be called a New Year's man, how embarrasing. 
LIA41- i-Laa 9 t U < 	Lit. (1903) 
If you are a fool, you walk alone in a cool mood. 
; ,:sA,%0DX±L ts 	 (1903) 
Become a king of an uninhabited island, feel cool about it. 
Wada pointed to the humour and originality of the idea of becoming a king of an empty 
land. 
iiL 	 tS AA J?:1.0 (1903) 
What a lonely sensation, realising that you became a teacher without talent. 
371 Soseki Zenshii, vol. 17, p.194 
372 Wada Toshio, Saseki no Shi to Haiku, p.15 
373 The seven haiku are quoted in Wada Toshio, Saseki no Shi to Haiku, p.15-17 
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A 4,-_- t< Lai: tth ---C 6f-_ 7_6 . (1897) 
Died as human, reborn as a crane: cool and clean. 
*U <''' '''." a -I--- 6 r< < . (1897) 
The cucumber flower blooming, Soseki will keep his unskilful nature. 
SOseki wrote even his name in the following haiku as an extreme form of self-
expression: 
A 4 ,-__-ii-• < ig - , 	 - ;1•_.,tt,i-:L 9. (1897) 
Going to moon viewing, Soseki has forgotten his wife. 
The expression 'forget the wife' comes from The Analects of Confucius, but Soseki 
applied it to the real situation of having to leave his wife at Kamakura while she 
recovered from a miscarriage, and returning to his work place at Kumamoto. The 
subtlety and restraint of expression intensifies the sadness of the poem: by saying he had 
forgotten his wife, he obviously shows that he has not. The phrase 'Going to the moon 
viewing' adds to tone of elegant, restrained beauty. 
A strong feature of Soskei's haiku is their humour and satire. Shiki, impressed by 
Soseki's humour, once commented: 
Soseki was originally a very serious, sincere and strict person who did not allow 
the students to violate the rules of the school at all. Usually he is so serious that 
I have never seen him laughing with a big open mouth. It seems that true humor 
is only possible to a sincere person. 374 
374 liokujil Itteki', Masaoka Shikishfi, p.91 
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Wada375 grouped Soseki's satirical haiku into five categories: haiku based on fairy tales; 
haiku based on personification of birds and insects; haiku based on unusually original 
metaphors; haiku based on Chinese historical phrases; haiku based on Japanese waka or 
yokyoku (No play); and mere playful jokes using exaggeration, coarse language, or 
copying a customary expression (not in the category of 'elegantly funny' by Shiki's 
definition). 
'Son Soon-ok illustrates how Soseki satirized himself in the haiku below describing 
himself as a scarecrow and an unskilful person: 376 
[II ÷ C A iE g op . (1903) 
I am a scarecrow, Lord Sparrow. 
lth  	it it 9 . (1897) 
Full moon, and an miserable person both pass through safely. 
S6seki found life as a teacher at Kumamoto extremely difficult. He expressed his inner 
discord and his wish to become a monk or a violet and hide away from this human 
world in the following haiku: 
F(44 -ff 07)Ni:_*t L /X 9 -CH-)T41- 0 377 (1896) 
Out of the mundane world to become a monk and have midday naps. 
ttiiittL o 378 (1897) 
Wishing to be born as a small violet. 
375 Wada Toshio, SOseki no Shi to Haiku p.31-32 
376 Son Soon-ok, `Soseki Hailcue Natanan Pungja', Kweon Hyuck-Keon (ed.) Natsume Saseki Moon-hack 
Yeonku, p.189 
3n SOseki Zensh5, vol.17,p. 150 
378 Soseki Zensha, vol.17,p. 204 
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In her memoirs, Stiseki's wife, KyOko 379 mentioned that sometimes Soseki laughed 
while he was reading a haiku book or writing a haiku. Below was a haiku that SOseki 
showed her as funny. 
0 6 i'. 9 Ilii" 0 Z . 380 
Both of them have whiskers, a cat's love. 
When KyOko asked what was so funny, since it was only natural that both the cat and its 
partner, being another cat, would have whiskers. Soseki replied that that is why Kyoko 
did not understand the haiku. For Soseki humour is one of the important elements of 
haiku. 
In the following 1896 haiku SOseki portrayed a person who folds his hands inside his 
sleeves and leaves the book opened on a desk unread, since the room is too cold. He 
quotes the old Chinese saying "doing nothing and just watching" adding a lofty, ancient 
aura to a humble, poverty-stricken scene: 
383 
Winter came, folding hands in the sleeves and just gazing at a book. 
SOseki wrote the following haiku on the birth of his first daughter in 1899. The 
humorous, even sarcastic image is indeed one of detachment and realistic observation: 
379 Wada Toshio, Soseki no Shi to Haiku.p.30 
380 Quoted in Wada Toshio, SOseki no Shi to Haiku.p.30 
383 SOseki Zenshit, vol.17, p. 181 
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-A-- gzLitM,oti±ei.) 9. 384 
Without trouble, gave birth to a child like a sea-cucumber. 
Soseki wrote the following haiku in a note saying "At the end of a letter of apology for 
refusing an invitation to attend a prize-giving occasion". The invitation was from Prime 
Minister Nishizono Terakomo in 1907 for Soseki to receive an award. SOseki's real 
reason for not attending was that he did not like such occasions. His spirit of defiance is 
expressed in this delightful satire: 
[14,kgili *4'11: ffi7)4D. it 19 385 
A cuckoo at the toilet, too busy to go out. 
Another, much later poem (1912) illustrates SOseki's humorous treatment of his illness, 
with the headnote 'In the car, on the way to hospital to have an operation for removing 
piles': 
fARMN tid4Lti• < +0M. 386 
Autumn wind, cow's bottom on the way to the slaughter house. 
SOseki, who felt he did not have talent as a teacher, wrote about incompetent teachers 
and idle students and monks (whom he had observed suring his Zen temple meditation 
experiences. 387 : 
Fl SD N k: 	t4± S) 9 	(1896)388 
Long late spring day, a doctor lecturing on an old Buddhist story. 
3" Soseki Zenshii, vol.17, p. 333 
385 Saseki Zenshil, vol.17, p. 368 
388 Soseki Zenshii, vol.17, p. 438 
387 Quoted in Son Soon-ok, p.196 
388 Soseki Zenshd, vol. 17, p.108 
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(1899) 389 
Autumn wind, blowing the fine hairs of Teacher's head. 
b da fri A 0!) r A* H- . (1895)3" 
A monk's face pretending he hasn't eaten anything, the blowfish soup. 
Death and Soseki's Haiku 
When facing the death of a person or even pet animals Soseki's haiku achieved levels 
of depth and sincerity as skilled as of any specialist haiku poet. In other words, when 
Soseki suppressed his sense of play and expressed genuine emotion, he could write 
deeply moving haiku. Most of the haiku on this theme were composed after Shiki's 
death and exhibit and movement away from shasei haiku 
SOseki was in London when he received the news of Shiki's death from Takahama 
Kyoshi in November 1902, a month before he was due to return to Japan. SOseki wrote 
to Kyoshi: "I am trying to write mourning haiku for Shiki, but inspsiration does not 
come readily while I live a western style life."391 
t1 tclit5MMAIL Li-7.75Vt -to 392 
Tight sleeved western clothes, do not suit for an autumn coffin. 
389 Saseki Zenshri, vol. 17, p.323 
390 Saseki Zenshil, vol. 17, p.428 
391 Wada Toshio, Soseki no Shi to Haiku, p.132 
392 Quoted in Son Soon-ok, p. 284 
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Soseki satirized himself, in this poem for wearing western clothes on the occasion of 
his beloved friend's death. The emotion in this haiku is restrained but an expression of 
deepest sorrow. 
In a letter from London to his wife, Soseki wrote "On a foggy day, it is darker than a 
moon-lit night, and not pleasant at all. I would like to go back to Japan soon to see the 
clear sky.' In Soseki's memory, Shiki is vividly still alive, but not present in this world, 
just a phantom in the foggy streets of London. The haiku below is replete with aching 
loneliness and grief just like the thick yellow fog of London. . 393 
SX 	- 1 ,-Le < -\"31-,Mgfi.394 
In the mist of the yellow city fog moves the ghostly Buddhist priest. 
Kusuoko, the wife of SOseki's friend Otsuka Yasuji, was a good friend of Soseki's in 
her own right, as well as a well-known writer. Soseki was ill in bed when he heard of 
her death in 1910, and the haiku below was his response to the news: 
+1 . 6g 0DVMCVf 4-L0MoDrti 397 
Let's scatter all the funeral chrysanthemums we have, in the coffin 
In a review of this haiku, MAC) commented that there were as many layers of emotion 
in this poem as numbers of chrysanthemums: respect, care and deep affection for the 
393 Wada Toshio, Saseki to Shiki, p.287 
394 Soseki Zenshii, vol. 17, p. 345 
397 Soseki Zensha, vol. 17, p. 426 
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deceased, and challenge to death rather than fear. 398 Torahiko added, "It has a reserved, 
transcendental attitude. It may even seem cold. Even though Soseki felt strongly, this 
haiku has a reserved, subdued, light touch.... The surface expression is not passionate, 
but the feeling is intense: not the direct western way of expression but the indirect 
eastern way." 399 Wada Toshio considered this haiku one of Soseki's most passionate, in 
the the use of the command form of the verb. 400 
Soseki cared not only about human life but also the life of the animals. He wrote a 
number of haiku on the death or burial of animals. 
g1404 
The sorrow of a sparrow not yet become a clam, dew on the chrysanthemum 
Wada identified the allusion to becoming a clam from an old Chinese tale. "SOseki felt 
it was pitiful that sparrow died without having become a clam. However, he would like 
to bathe the sparrow with the dew on the chrysanthemum, since he could not put it into 
the sea, as in the old tale.405 This 1899 haiku is valued as exhibiting SOseki's sensitivity 
towards small animals, but Wada considered it inferior because the emotion is expressed 
too indirectly to make an impact on the reader. 
The following haiku was written in 1908 with the headnote, "Replying to the 
announcement of the death of a paddy-bird by TOyojo, June 30": 
398 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Soseki no Shi to Haiku, p.120 
399 Wada Toshio, Sageki no Shi to Haiku, p.122 
4°° Wada Toshio, Saseki no Shi to Haiku, p.I22 
4°4 Soseki Zensha, vol. 17, P.  329 
405 Wada Toshio, Saseki no Shi to Haiku, p.123 
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* 7..c l... ttiLffioA 406 
Green unripe plums, the threads of rain through an empty cage 
A year earlier, when Soseki's pet paddy-bird died because of his carelessness, he wrote 
about it in the essay 'A Paddy-bird,' publishing it in instalments in the Asahi Shimbun. 
According to Wada the death of Toyojo's paddy-bird reminded Soseki of his own pet's 
death. The background image of green unripe plums projects an image of life, energety 
and freshness in contrast to the empty cage of the dead bird. Threads of rain are the 
tangible evidence of Soseki's sadness. 
In his essay 'The Grave of the Cat' in Eijitsu Shohin (1908) Soseki described the 
situation and the appearance of his dying cat with detailed sensitivity. "The cat's gaze 
gradually changed. At first, it became absent-minded, as if gazing at images from a long 
distance, but still with some focus. Then it trembled violently. The cast of the eyes 
became deeper and deeper, finally becoming like lightning after sunset." 407 Stiseki 
perceived the last flicker of life in the cat's eyes, not as something weak but as 
something powerful, showing Soseki's respect for the power of the life-force. 
A haiku on the grave of his cat. 
it OD -F i'Ll NA E 6 g 6 Ai . 408 
Under this tomb lies a cat that brought lightening. 
3-4. Shiki's Shaseibun and SOseki's Jam a Cat 
406 _ Soseki Zenshit, vol. 17, p. 396 
407 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Soseki no Shi to Haiku p.26 
408 SOseki Zensin7, vol.17, p. 397 
410 Nishimura Yoshiko, Sanposuru Soseki, p.59 
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Shiki's concept of shaseibun and particularly the idea ofyama influenced Soseki's early 
works such as I am a Cat (1905-6), in particular, but also remained significant in his 
approaches to writing throughout his life. Nishimura Yoshiko 41° noted Shiki's custom, 
on his sickbed, of writing (when he was able), or requiring his disciples to tell him, 
stories with a funny or striking climax or yama, in order to distract him from the pain. 
The worse his pain got the funnier or more striking the story had to be, never setting 
aside, however, the focus on ordinary, everyday life situations. Soseki, far away in 
England at the time, could not share with the other Yamakai members these duties, to 
his great sorrow. Thus, his first novel, I am a Cat, serialised in Hototogisu as short 
vignettes of every day life with funny, striking incidents and climaxes, became his 
belated tribute to Shiki, consciously written as exercises in shaseibun. 
Nishimura further points to both SOseki and Shiki's interest in rakugo as contributing to 
the notion of creating humorous climaxes in each story, while Hiranai Toshiden 411 
emphasized the sympathetic relationship between the narrator and the reader and the 
warm response that the readers can make to shaseibun stories as central features of 
shaseibun. 
Soseki later explored further this sympathetic element of shaseibun in his essay, 
Shaseibun, published in the Yomiuri Shimbun in 1907: 
There are many differences between shaseibun and other realistic writings. One 
of the essential differences that no one has discussed is the state of mind of a 
writer... This attitude is comparable to that of a parent towards their children. 
Parents and children are different in that they are ruled by different levels of 
411 	• 	• Hiram Toshiden, `Shasei to Kosho', Bungaku, September, 1984 
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emotion. Parents do not cry even though their children are crying. A shasei 
writer observes a crying child without crying himself. It is not a merciless 
indifference. A shasei writer has sympathy towards the human world, but he 
does not sob together with the child. He looks on from the sidelines with a smile 
of deepest sympathy. Therefore, shasei writers do not write too seriously; on the 
contrary, there is a humorous component to their expression."412 
This detached, but sympathetic attitude is a feature of oriental literature rather than 
Western literature according to SOseki. 413 
3-5. Haiku and Kusamakura 
The stance of a detached but sympathetic attitude, which can be seen as progressing 
Shiki's shasei style further, is developed at length in Kusamakura. According to 
Nishimura Yoshiko, Soseki wrote Kusamakura with the deliberate intention of 
combining shaseibun, kanshi and haiku, eastern genres, with the novel, a direct import 
from the western culture. 414 She points out that Kusamakura is written in a style which 
combines the written language with an oral recitation style, the precursor to genbunitchi. 
Kusamakura is also reminiscent of traditional travel records, which focus on the beauty 
of nature. Kusamakura itself is like a haiku with the spring scenes, full of the blossoms 
functioning as the season words, and with the observation of the human condition from 
an artist's standpoint (such as to be found in J.E.Millet's paintint, Ophelia's Death). 415 
412 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.168 
413 Wada Toshio, Shiki to Soseki, p.168, 169 
414 Nishimura Yoshiko, Sanposuru Soseki—shi to sosetsu no aida, p. 34 
415 Nishimura Yoshiko, Sanposuru Soseki—shi to shosetsu no aida, p.41 
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Wada Toshio argued, on the one hand, that the world of Kusamakura is exactly like the 
world of Buson, and many of SOseki's haiku echo Buson's haiku. The protagonist in 
Kusamakura is an artist who pursuits Tao Yuanmei's world of poetry, Wang Wei's 
world of painting, worlds which consitute Buson's world of art and haiku. 416 
Onn the other hand, the plot of Kusamakura as Kim Tae-yeon4I7 argued, consists of the 
artist's journey towards the completion of a portrait based on ' hininjo ', which however 
he finds cannot be completed without being able to paint in eyes of compassion, only to 
be found in engagement with the real, mundane world. Through the artist in 
Kusamakura SOseki depicted the battle he was having in the Meiji world, not as a social 
reformer, but as an individual with an inner life. In the end hininjo alone is insufficient 
as a way for dealing with the modern world, as SOseki wrote to Suzuki Miekichi, in 
1907: We have to be involved in the world we are living in, even though it is unpleasant 
or sordid. To live like a poet in a beautiful and pure world can be only a small part of 
life, not the whole. 418 
The following are some examples of links between Buson's haiku and Kusamakura. 
The protagonist in Kusamakura was seduced by a woman in a Nagoi hot spring. Buson 
had an experience of being cheated by a raccoon dog at the Kensei temple. 
In Kusamakura 
E-{Valtri----Ct-34X6J1 419 
A highranking monk seduced by a woman, misty moonlight. 
And Buson's haiku 
416 Wada Toshio, SOseki no Shi to Haiku, p.183 
417 Kim Tae-yeon, in ed. Kwon Hyuck-keon, Natsume Saseki Munhack Yeonko, p.138 
418  Quoted in Kim Tae-yeon, 'Theory about Kusamkura—The idea from the picture to be completed' in 
ed. Kwon Hyuck-keon, Natsume SOseki Munhack Yeonkoo, p.150 
419 Saseki Zenslui ,vol.13 p. 363 
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!L,`itiLlacLo- L19 170)-ti-420 
A man in high position seduced by a raccoon dog, an evening dusk in spring. 
Further examples of Buson's haiku identified by Wada Toshio 
Kusamakura; 
-3. 4X6il-Aitit --r N56 Log, 
A hazy moonlit night people stand still, a garden of pear trees 
ItZtrA" - tA--3iX6)Ei. 
A woman is stealing the drug, indeed, hazy moonlight. 
A spring night, a raccoon dog is seducing a novice monk. 
1140/tA 	 9 . 
The pear flowers, under the moon light, a woman reading. 
4:11tog)-q- it. 9 	0*. 
A crazy woman on a boat, middle of the day, the spring river. 
421 as echoed 
Wada argued that the world of hininjo (detachment) in Kusamakura can be interpreted 
as a revival of Buson's theory of 'leaving the mundane daily-life '(rizokuron). However, 
Sakamoto noted that hininjo in general has two different meanings. One is to transcend 
human emotions so as not to suffer from human affairs. The other is to be cold towards 
other people and lack sympathy or compassion. Soseki used the first notion only and 
420 Wada Toshio, Soseki no Shi to Haiku, p. 183 
421 Wada Toshio, Soseki no Shi to Haiku, p. 184 
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defined the second notion as funinjo. Wada Toshio gave examples of haiku on these 
themes by Buson and Soseki422 : 
-C 	 Hl 	Soseki 
Sitting on a shoulder, long for someone, the red dragonfly. 
/La 5 J?tfil4bq. 	 Buson 
The dragonfly, missing the village, the color of the wall. 
#I Tti 	1Q). Soseki 
The autumn river, the sound of falling persimmons into the river. 
Buson 
The morning fog, the falling sounds of the persimmons, one after another. 423 
3-6. Conclusion 
In 1896, Shiki wrote a poem about Soseki in 'Ron Haiku'. 
Soseki, you are a great reader. 
You can live alone in place like Matsuyama 
Since you have pure and genuine character. 
There are many literary men in the world, 
You are the most diligent one in writing haiku. 424 
At one level SOseki seemed not to follow Shiki's rules for haiku writing, preferring to 
write haiku about his own inner life: he used the haiku form as if sending personal notes, 
or delivering direct comments to a friend. 
422 All four haiku are quoted in Wada Toshio, Saseki no Shi to Haiku, p. 184 
423 Wada Toshio Soseki no Shi to Haiku, p.184 
424 Quoted in Wada Toshio, Shiki to Seiseki, p.269 
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However, Soseki's direct, colloquial language and use of dialect to express intimacy 
make them good example of modern haiku. Soseki also wrote some good sketch haiku 
with vivid imagery but it was the combination of humour, satire, together with 
compassion and depth of feeling which made his haiku memorable. Perhaps the most 
important of Shiki's concepts in Soseki's writings, whether haiku, kanshi or prose, was 
the concept of yama, the idea that every artistic piece, however brief (even haiku) must 
have a striking (and perhaps even unexpected) climax. Shiki respected and encouraged 
SOseki's haiku writing, impressed by their originality, their humour, their 
imaginativeness, and the depth of their emotion, as well as by Soseki's ability to depict 
the inner life. Soseki's haiku were indeed modern. 
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Chapter Four: Conclusion 
As we have seen in this thesis, Shiki had influence on Soseki's path towards becoming a 
modern writer. One may have an influence on someone through one's character and 
values in life or through theory or in the actual intertextuality, according to Ulla 
Musarra-Schroeder's analysis. 
SOseki began his writing career, it can be argued, with his critique of Shiki's 
Nanakusashu and their subsequent exchange of kanshi, when he began using his pen 
name SOseki for the first time. Further, Shiki's commitment to literature as a high 
calling gave Soseki some of the necessary courage to move in that direction, away from 
the more pragmatic choice of careers firstly in architecture and later in university 
teaching. So it was Shiki's vitality, enthusiasm and belief in the value of the enterprise 
of literature that gave Soseki the necessary courage to embark on his remarkable career. 
While SOseki neither conformed to Shiki's Confucian, samurai traditional values nor 
advocated haiku reform, nor yet became a proponent of shaseibun theory, it was his 
sense of duty and loyalty to Shiki, expressed through the shaseibun style of his first 
novel, I am a Cat, which in fact launched Soseki into the world of the novelist. 
Shilci's passionate fight for the reform of the traditional poetic forms of haiku and kanshi 
established Soseki in his own love of these forms, particulary the kanshi form, and in 
his efforts to create something new out of these forms. Furthermore, Shiki's appreciation 
of S5seki's kanshi was encouragement in itself. Indeed, Shiki's contribution to many of 
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the budding writers around him, including Soseki, was his talent for encouraging, 
guiding and appreciating talent. As Aosu Norioi indicated, `Shiki was more of a critic 
than a writer. He had an immense appreciative power, and was a value-setter for his 
time." 
The important contribution Shiki made to Soseki, to Japanese literature in general and 
poetry in particular, was what Karatani Kojin called the 'discovery of landscape': 435 the 
use of language as a 'transparent medium' to express something,' rather than bibun 
which he defines as a 'consciousness that does not address the object but rather the 
language itself. Shiki insisted again and again that his followers should really 'look' at 
what they want to describe, just as Western sketching requires the sketcher to refer 
repeatedly back to the object. The sketch method (shaseibun) is a real breakthrough 
from the traditional relief method in oriental painting. According to Chung Min, the 
notion, 1-JMUI M' (roast the clouds to hold up the moon) is one of the traditional 
techniques in oriental painting. The artist paint clouds in ink as a background, leaving 
light objects like the moon or stars in light relief. In poetry,`r*-..*VRff' (make a noise in 
the east to attack the west) means to explain the essence better by leaving it 
unexplained. The beauty of nature as a concept was more important than the actual 
scene, and so emphasis was given to set phrases which gave the perception of an ideal 
beauty. 436 
434 Aosu Norio (ed.), Shiki no Genzai, Vol 13 Shiki Sensha, p.313 
435 Karatani Kojin, Origins of Modern Japanese Literature, 
436 Chung-min, Hanshi mihack Sanchaek, p.30 
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Soseki and Shiki's friendship was noted by the literary world at that time and later, 
because of the language with which they addressed each other, namely as husband and 
wife. It is interesting that the extrovert, idealistic reformer, Shiki called himself wife to 
Soseki, the husband, the introverted, pessimistic, realist, thinker. Shiki, who was 
amazed at Soseki's talents in English and kanbun saw Soseki as the husband, while 
Soseki appreciated Shiki's positive, enthusiastic character. There is no evidence in the 
case of Soseki and Shad's friendship that the terms "husband and wife" were anything 
but metaphorically meant. This relationship has been defined by scholars as a hermetic 
relationship. When one is tightly sealed to another, this intimacy can bring reformation 
and change that can be more significant and thoroughgoing than can be effected alone, 
without interaction with another. Both wrote to each other about the pleasure of meeting, 
about personal thoughts and feelings, about the futility of life and about the pain and 
suffering of the individual. The alchemic force of their close relationship contributed 
significantly to the modernization of kanshi and haiku in Japanese literature. 
As an alienated individual, who hated the human world, Soseki needed a friend like 
Shiki who accepted him as he is. SOseki communicated with Shiki to try to deal with his 
sense of futility and anger towards the world. The feeling of trust and fondness towards 
Shiki made it possible for Soseki to reveal his innermost personal state. The nakedness 
of self expression in some of Soseki's kanshi can even be viewed as responses to his 
psychiatrist or analyst. Shiki's role, in this friendship, can be characterised as that of 
analyst or counsellor, helping Soseki to maintain emotional health. 
SOseki's kanshi constituted a breakthrough from traditional kanshi and contain many 
modern elements. His style was modern in the sense that he depicted actual scenes 
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while he was travelling. It was modern in that he brought vivid colour, sound, fragrance 
and emotions, referring to actual scenes and experiences, not merely the transcendental 
concepts of nature and landscapes, which constituted the traditional content of kanshi. It 
was modern in that he wrote about a single individual's feelings. 
Both Shiki and Soseki used kanshi as a means of self—expression and exchange their 
personal feelings and thoughts. Soseki went further and used kanshi to express the 
futile, alienated modern man's psychology. Karatani Kojin asserted that as long as a 
work is seen as the 'expression of self' of an 'author,' that work is already located 
within the apparatus of modern literature, no matter how anti-modern and anti-Western 
it may be.4" 
Shiki's emphasis on close observation and sketch . method (shaseibun) in haiku has 
elements of Basho's idea of portraying through direct observation. However, Shiki 
praised Buson's works because of their vivid and picturesque expression; nevertheless 
they did not necessarily portray reality. Shiki explained in his essay, 'The Haiku writer 
Buson' 438 that Buson illustrated idealistic beauty and the beauty of humanity, not 
objective beauty. This depiction of ideal beauty and Shiki's claim to sketch the real 
world as it is may seem contradictory, but Shiki argued in his Haikai Taiya 439 that 
haiku writers should use both imagination and reality. Thus, modernisation of haiku for 
Shiki meant realism, not in the sense of depicting reality but also in the sense of creating 
437 Karatani Kojin, Origins of Modern Japanese Literature. P. 192 
439 Haijin Buson' in Haikai Taiya, p. 114-126 
439 	Taiyo' Masaoka Shikishii p.266 
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reality and that the reality can be a natural phenomenon, a state of mind, or a human 
affair. 
Most of Shiki's writing was autobiographical. Especially in later life, when he could no 
longer move around because of his illness, Shiki existed only through his writings. 
Shiki portrayed the complexities of self-expression in the modem world using haiku and 
kanshi, through realism and objective sketches from real life, especially by writing 
about his own personal, individual matters. As Janine Beichman wrote, "Shiki made 
them (haiku, and tan/ca) express individuality. It was not this seemingly objective 
description which made his writing modern, but rather his depiction of his own 
character, of himself."44° 
While Shiki emphasized self-expression through objective depiction, Soseki 
concentrated on directly expressing his subjective, inner emotions. Humour and satire 
were some of the techniques Soseki used: 
For example, Shiki wrote 
* 	1E1 	\ rt < Wf 0 ;V . 441 1895 
Long spring day, the shadow of a whip that drives a horse. 
SOseki wote 
il< 	Ei -siFil 5 --) L- ---c- Milft< . 442 1896 
Long spring day, departing away as if passing on a yawn. 
Both Shiki and S6seki used seasonal words, 'long spring day'. Shiki portrayed the long 
shadow of the whip, sensitizing the reader to the late light of a long day in spring. This 
haiku can be easily drawn as a picture since it was written in shasei method. SOseki, 
44° Janine Beichman, Masaoka Shiki, 
441 Masaoka Shiki, 'Kansan Rakuki', Masaoka Shikishz7, p.43 
442 - 	. Soseki Zenshu, vol. 17, p.147 
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however, focused on the boredom of a too long spring day. As a farewell poem, 
Soseki's haiku is humorous rather than shasei. This haiku is an example of Soseki's 
unexpected and uniquely humorous haiku, which Shiki so admired. 
Soseki came to a dramatic understanding of the huge gulf between his own culture and 
English culture during his stay in England. In a letter to his wife Kyoko he wrote, 'On a 
foggy day it is darker than a moon-lit night, and not pleasant at all. I would like to go 
back to Japan soon and to see the clear sky.' In April 1904 in that foggy street, SOseki 
also wrote an English poem about the two worlds, east and west: 
We live in different worlds, you and I. 
Try what means you will 
We cannot meet, you and I. 
You live in your world and are happy; 
I in mine and am contented. 
Then let us understand better 
Not to interfere with each other's lot. 
We break an ox's horn by bending it: 
We are not meant to be broken like that! 
Your world is far away from me. 
It is veiled with miles of mist and haze. 
It is in vain that I should strain my eyes 
To catch glimpses of your abode. 
Flowers may there be; and lots of things pretty, 
Yet never in a dream I wished to be there. 
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For I am here and not there; 
And I am forever mine and not yours! 443 
Here SOseki takes a somewhat defiantly individualistic attitude, a refusal to be 
intimidated into accepting something alien to his inner self. 
Shiki's modernizing achievements have been extensively re-evaluated after World War 
2. Oe Kenzabur6444 for example, pointed out just how "modern" Shiki was: Shiki's 
motivation for his reformist zeal came from within, from an inner, creative 
understanding of the issues, rather than simply from the kind of fawning, superficial 
aping of the west which Oe sees as occurring since World War 2. 445 
On the other hand, SOseki's achievement was the honest, detailed and thoughtful 
expression of ambivalence. According to Karatani, 
SOseki, while refusing to recognize the universality of the west, never attempted 
to idealize the universality of Asia. In this sense SOseki's attitude may be 
described as 'scientific'. Soseki did not advocate anything positive. Rather, he 
continued to think from the unstable position of one who finds himself 
'between' East and West, seeking refuge in neither pole of opposition. 446 
In all his writings, including his kanshi and haiku, SOseki's conscience was humanistic 
and individual. He tried to create his own individual identity by the on-going processes 
of reflection and challenge of the dominant discourses both in the literary and in the 
political worlds. 
444 Oe Kenzaburo,'Shiki wa warera no dojidaijin', Awazu Norio (ed.), Shiki no Genzai, p. 35-50 
"5 Imanishi Kan'ichi, `Shiki to Gendai' Kokubungaku, October, 1986. 
446 Karatani Kojin, 'The Discovery of Landscape', Origins of Modern Japanese Literature. P.44 
443 Eto- Jun, Seiseki to Sono Jidai, vol. 2. p.323-324 
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